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ABSTRACT
This dissertation examines the impact of formal and informal institutions on economic
growth through innovation using sample of 72 countries for the period 1980-2014.The main
thrust of the study is to investigate whether differences in innovative and economic
performance across countries are due to variation in institutions, particularly informal
institutions. To address the objectives of the study, Endogenous Technological Change
Model have been extended by incorporating both formal and informal institutions in
research and development sector. The model is empirical tested using system GMM
technique. The data on variables including real GDP, formal institutions indicators , informal
institutions indicator, R&D expenditures, Patent Granted, Articles Published, Corruption
perception index, geography, religions and mortality rate are taking from various sources
such as world development indicator (WDI), international Country Risk Guide (ICRG), the
quality of Government database (QoG institute), World Value Survey(WVS) different waves,
Economic Co-operation and development Database(OECD) and Cross-Country Analyses of
National Systems database( CANA).
The empirical results show that institutions, both formal and informal, have a significant
positive effect on growth performance of the sampled countries. Formal institutions are
found more effective in case of developed. Also Institutions are found supplementary to each
other. Further, the empirical results show that informal and formal institutions, research and
development expenditures, existing stock of knowledge have positive effect on innovation.
However in case of developing countries, informal institutions are found to have significant
positive effect on innovation as compared to informal institutions of developed countries.
However formal institutions in developed countries are found to be main drivers of
innovation. Trade liberalization is found as diffusion mechanism of knowledge and as engine
of economic growth. Internet usage has significant impact on innovation.
In essence, informal institutions are supplementary to formal institutions and therefore
attention should be given to informal institutions to accelerate innovation and economic
growth in the world. Informal networking at regional, national and international level will
assist innovation and economic growth. Therefore, countries should facilities collective
innovative activities across the world.
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CHAPTER 1.
1.1

INTRODUCTION

Background

Innovation is considered to be a main driver of economic growth (Aghion & Howitt,
1992; Grossman & Helpman, 1990). However, ability of the economic system to adapt and
translate the innovative efforts into economic growth differs across regions and societies. It is
argued that institutions is an important factor in determining technological change and in the
diffusion of existing knowledge (Acemoglu, 2008). Institutions are defined as the rule of the
game. Institutions are humanly developed constraints that shape human interaction 1 (North,
1990). Broadly there are two types of institutions i.e. formal and informal. The former means
constitution, law, rules and regulations put in place by the government, while the latter means
values and norms, trust and reciprocity in society. Evidences indicate that differences in
economic performance between developed and underdeveloped countries are due to diversity
in formal institutions (North, 1990; Sattar & Mahmood, 2011; Valeriani & Peluso, 2011;
Acemoglu, Robinson, & Woren, 2012; Elmslie, 2013).
Companies acquire technology through their own research and development
activities, reverse engineering and through informal exchange of information and ideas 2
( Krugman, Obstfeld, & Melitz , 2014). Also they view the later source of innovation to be
more effective when the firms are in close proximity to each other (Marshall, 1879; Romer,
1986). Informal institutions promote cooperative behavior in society that ultimately results in

1

The term social interaction is first introduced by Becker (1974) as determinant in modern theory of consumer
demand. He argued that different characteristics of one person affect the behavior of other person.
2
Informal exchange of information and ideas arise at the time of social interaction during lunch and breakfast
times when they share their experiences.

1

development of society. The prevalence of these institutions at workplace help workers to
cooperate other coworker in solving production related activities that may generate new ideas
during team work. These institutions are different from formal institutions such property right
which restrict the sharing of knowledge without prior approval of the owner.
Differences in per capita income are mainly due to differences in capital accumulation
and differences in capital accumulation are due to differences in saving rate (Solow, 1956;
Cass, 1965), preferences (Koopmans, 1960) or exogenous technological changes. These
models consider markets and property right institutions but variation in these institutions
could not explain growth differential in per capita income across nations (Furubotn &
Richter, 1993; Keefer & Knack, 1997; Acemoglu, 2008).
Schumpeter (1934) argues that the difference in growth rate across countries is not
due to technological differences; rather it is the diffusion of technology which is more
important in the development of a country. Endogenous growth theories endogenize
technological changes in the model (Romer, 1990) but they do not provide any role to
institutions, focusing rather on conventional factors of production along with knowledge
accumulation (Acemoglu, 2008; Silve & Plekhanov, 2015). Another strand of literature
examines the role of formal institutions in the economic development of a country through
technological innovation (Keefer & Knack, 1997; Rodrik, 2000; Sattar & Mahmood, 2011)
while ignoring the role of informal institutions. Informal institutions impact economic growth
in multiple ways. Values and norms, honesty, religiosity and respect (the proxy of informal
institutions) can have direct and indirect effects on economic growth. Values and norms 3
contain work ethic, which results in cooperative behavior leading to an increase in the

3

Values refers to the desirability of an act that influence human behavior (Darity, 2007)
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productivity of workers and hence in overall economic growth. Norms of cooperation can
have a significant effect on the exchange of ideas and information and thus indirectly affect
economic growth through the generation of new ideas and innovation (Lesser, 2000; Lucas Jr
& Moll, 2011). Similarly, hierarchies often need new ideas and proposals for the introduction
of a new brand in market and if workers cooperate by sharing their ideas, it would result in
the introduction of innovative products in the market. This implies that the norm of accepting
hierarchies will most likely encourage innovation within firms. Most of the prominent growth
economists consider flow of knowledge between individuals, firms and region to be the main
sources of innovation (Romer, 1986; Lucas, Ideas and Growth, 2010). Innovation is defined
as process involving social interaction aimed at the generation of new ideas to solve
production-related problems at work place (Svetlik, Stavrou-Costea, & Lin, 2007; Bontis,
Bart, Sáenz, Aramburu, & Rivera, 2009). It is no longer specific activities undertaken in a
laboratory aimed at generating a technical solution to production-related problems and
generating new product design. That is innovation is considered as a problem solving
process, a sharing process and an interaction process (Bontis, Bart, Sáenz, Aramburu, &
Rivera, 2009; Lucas Jr & Moll, 2011). This concept of innovation considers social interaction
as an important factor of innovation.
Social capital literature shows that in countries whereas high degree of trust prevails,
people cooperate with others and exchange ideas with one another (Putnam, 1993; Helliwell
& Putnam, 1995). Putnam argue that interpersonal trust works as a form of expectation asset
that results in cooperative behavior leading to the sharing of innovative ideas and solving
production related problems at work place.

3

In recent years, there has been increasing recognition that differential in growth
performance among countries of the world is due to differences in technological progress,
which is made possible due to the provision of property rights to new ideas (Acemoglu,
Robinson, & Woren, 2012). However, the creation of new knowledge and ideas are not only
the result of activities undertaken in laboratories aimed at solving technical productionrelated problems or the development of new product designs by specific technical experts.
Economic agents spend a fraction of their time interacting with others in search of knowledge
and ideas when they face problems at work place during production process(and not the ideas
generated which are generated when workers meet during lunch and breakfast),which
increases the stock of knowledge in society.

1.2

Motivation of the Study

The world as a whole has experienced tremendous growth over the past so many years
but there remain disparity in growth rate across countries. The variation in growth is more
illuminating among different regions. Literature on economic growth has focused on
traditional factors of economic growth but there are other determinants such as diversity in
formal institutions (Acemoglu, 2001). Growth economists focused only on formal institutions
(Keefer & Knack, 1997; Rodrik, 2000; Acemoglu, 2008; Sattar & Mahmood, 2011) while
ignoring informal institutions which are considered more important than formal institutions
(North, 1990). This study examines (1) whether the variation ingrowth performance is due to
formal institutions or informal institutions or both. This study also seeks to explore (2) how
and through which channels formal and informal institutions affect economic growth. In
addition, the study seeks to explore (3) whether formal and informal institutions support each
other in effecting innovation and economic growth in the sampled countries. The study also
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tries to explore (4) whether the effect of institutions varies with the level of development and
regional characteristics.
Formal institutions are considered to be important determinants of economic growth
(North, 1990; Acemoglu, 2008). Figure 1-1 shows that countries such as the United
Kingdom, Australia, New Zealand, Canada, Italy and Japan with strong institutions also
experience higher growth rates than countries with weak institutions such as Bangladesh, Sri
Lanka and Pakistan. Besides formal institutions, informal institutions are considered to be
more important than formal institutions. Institutional economic literature shows that countries
where informal institutions are strong perform better in technological advancement (North,
1990; Putnam, 1993).

Figure 1-2 shows that countries where informal institutions are

stronger perform better than others in the field of innovation. .
Innovation is considered as an engine of economic growth. Figure 1-3 supports the
prediction that firms as well as countries which produce new ideas (to replace existing
methods of production) would lead the world in terms of growth and prosperity (Aghion and
Howitt, 1992).
However, data on formal and informal institutions shows great disparity among
sampled countries, which indicates that institutional structures vary among the countries
under consideration. Figure 1-4 also shows a positive correlation between formal institutions
and innovation. The data plotted in Figure 1-4 show that countries with strong informal
institutions also experience strong formal institutions.
However, the data pattern and the cited literature do not indicate the mechanism of
change from institutions to economic growth. This study explores the mechanism through

5

which institutions effect economic growth in case of overall sample of countries as well as
for the disaggregate sample of countries.
The study contributes to the existing literature by providing a conceptual framework
of the links between institutions, innovation and economic growth. The objective of the
present study is to explore how and through which channels formal institutions effect
economic growth. Moreover, whether informal institutions in a particular country support
formal institutions or not? The study also seeks to explore whether, in the presence of strong
informal institutions (more cooperative behaviors among workers), formal institutions (such
property right, rule of law) would encourage or restrict innovation. Another contribution of
the study is that it empirically analyzes the impact of formal and informal institutions on
economic growth through innovation. One more contribution of the study is that it examines
the effect of religiosity and ethnic diversity on innovation. The study also provides guidelines
for future research.

1.3

Objectives of the Study

The primary objective of the study is to examine the effect of institutions on economic
growth. In addition, the study examines the impact of institutions, particularly informal
institutions, on economic growth through their effect on innovation. More specifically, the
objectives of the study can be stated as below:
This study intends:
i.

To develop a theoretical model capturing the impacts of both formal and informal
institutions on economic growth.

ii.

To empirically investigate the effect of institutions on innovation.
6

iii.

To examine empirically the impact of institutions and innovation on economic
growth.

iv.

To examine whether informal institutions are supplementary to formal institutions
or not.

1.4

Organization of Thesis

This dissertation is organized as: chapter 1consists of introduction and objectives of
the study. In chapter 2, literature on formal institutions, informal institutions, innovation and
economic growth is reviewed. In chapter 3, the theoretical frame of study is developed,
showing how formal and informal institutions are related with innovation and their ultimate
effect on economic growth. Chapter 4 consists of empirical models, econometric
methodology and description of data and variables. In chapter 5, we analyze the estimated
results. Chapter 6 presents conclusion, suggestion and area of future research.
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Figure 1-1: Formal Institutions index and Growth Performance
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Figure 1-2 : Informal Institutions Index and Innovation in Overall sample
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Figure 1-3 : Innovation and Growth Performance of Overall sample
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Figure 1-4: Informal and Formal Institutions in Overall Sample
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CHAPTER 2.
2.1

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

It is very important to review current developments and past literature before
proceeding with this research work. In this chapter, we have reviewed the role of formal,
informal institution in explaining growth differential but the reviewed literature does not
mention the mechanisms through which institutions, both formal and informal, impact
economic growth. Details are given in subsequent sections.

2.2

Institutions and Economic Growth
Growth differential has long been the main focus of economists. In 1960s,

neoclassical growth theories solved the controversies raised by Harrod (1939) and Domar‟s
(1946) growth models. Later, Koopmans (1968) and others modified the neoclassical growth
model by developing a more detailed theoretical model. Kuznets (1955) contributed by
undertaking empirical growth work.
The main criticism of the neoclassical model was the assumption of exogenous
technological change as the model, with this assumption, could not explain the long-run
effect of technological change on economic growth. This caused a decrease in growth
literature until Arrow (1962), who introduced the concept of learning by doing and
considered technological change to be endogenous.
Arrow‟s (1962) learning by doing concept created a new debate among economists
regarding the factors of long-run economic growth. Romer (1990) developed the
technological growth model, which considered knowledge to be an important determinant of

12

long-run economic growth. New growth theories also focused on knowledge as a factor of
production and incorporated either in physical capital, as was considered by Arrow (1962) or
in human capital (Uzawa, 1965). In addition, knowledge is considered to be the result of
innovative activities intentionally undertaken in the research and development sector (the
main objective is to develop a new technology to sell for money) which is further used in the
production of new capital goods.
The adoption and utilization of ideas developed in different countries depends on the
institutional environment in the world. Literature shows that countries with developed formal
institutions can instantly adopt new technology(ideas) without any delay, but in countries
with weak institutional set ups, technologies are constrained for a considerable period of time
(Elmslie, 2013).
Economists have emphasized the role of informal institutions in the creation of
knowledge and economic growth. These economists‟ view is that knowledge is also created
in the workplace during interaction among workers when they face production-related
problems (Lucas, 2010), besides the work undertaken in research. Acemoglu et al (2001)
investigated the fundamental causes of difference in economic growth in European countries.
They hypothesized that settlement affected early institutions which in return affected current
institutions. Using the data on GDP per capita and on mortality rate as proxies of earlier
settlement (Mortality data on Bishops, Soldiers and Sailors stationed in the colonies), they
showed a positive relationship between the two. The authors argued that European powers
used extractive polices in those colonies where mortality rate was high and as a result their
institutions are not developed. As a consequence, the institutions in those colonies did not
introduce property rights nor did they introduce checks and balance against government

13

expropriation. However, in other colonies where mortality rates were low, the settlers tried to
replicate European institutions, with a strong emphasis on property rights. As a result, the
colonies where mortality rate were high remained underdeveloped as compared to others
where mortality rate was low. Moreover, the study also identifies that current institutions and
hence economic performance, also depend on density of population. The authors argued that
in areas where population density was high, Europeans power used extractive polices to
extract revenues from the indigenous population.
Glaeser, et al. (2004) discussed whether formal institutions (using political institutions
as proxy variables) cause economic growth or growth and human capital accumulation lead
to the development of formal institutions. The study used a simple regression model using
data for the years 1960-2000. To address the endogeneity problem, the authors used the
instrumental variable technique. The study finds that formal institutions are not stable
because of economic growth rather human capital accumulation and economic growth are a
more significant factor of economic development in both developed and under developed
countries. The study further shows that subsequent political development results from
policies pursued by dictators in these countries. The study also shows that countries with high
human capital in 1960 have grown twice as fast, on average, than low human capital ones.
Stable democracies have grown slightly faster than imperfect democracies, and much faster
than dictatorships on average.
Tebaldi and Mohan (2010) developed an Augmented Solow model by introducing
institutional factor as an interacting factor in factor productivity. They examined the effect of
institutional factor on level and growth rate of output. The study found that institutional

14

changes bring a level effect rather than growth effect. Also they found that poor institutions
might lead to a poverty trap and club convergences.
D‟Agostino and Scarlato (2012) examined the relationship between inclusive
institutions, innovation and economic growth. They modified non-scale RD based growth
along the lines of Romer‟s(1990) technological growth model by introducing two negative
externalities in knowledge production function, i.e. in the research and development sector of
an economy. The authors used a panel dynamic estimation technique with a sample of 15
European countries for the period 1960-2010. They regressed per capita GDP growth on the
growth rate of private capital, technology, lagged values of the aforementioned variables and
on the set of instrumental variables, i.e. trade to GDP ratio, government spending to GDP.
They used formal institution variables which seem to promote governance, social inclusion
and environmental sustainability, i.e. voice and accountability of government effectiveness,
control of corruption and the rule of law. They used measures of market imperfection to
control for market failure along with the generalized trust variable. The study finds that a low
quality of institutions not only affects the productivity of factors of production, but also
restrains diffusion of knowledge in society. The pooled regression result of their study
indicates that private capital and technology have a significant effect on innovation and
economic growth. The study also finds that where informal rules are conducive to
cooperation, small and medium size enterprises often undertake risky innovative activities,
i.e. where generalizes trust is high and income distribution is more equitable, firms share
knowledge and ideas. The study also found a significant positive effect of political
institutions and good governance on GDP in countries with a low level of trust.

15

Rodrik (2000) identified formal institutions such as property right, regulatory
institution, and institutions for conflict to have a direct impact on economic growth while
they also have an indirect effect on economic growth through their impact on productivity of
traditional factors of production including physical capital, human capital, investment and
technological changes. In another study, Easterly (2001) found that in absence of a stable
institutional environment, traditional factors would have no significant effect on economic
growth.
Knack and Keefer (1997) studied the impact of formal institutions on economic
growth. They used the quality of institutions index compiled by the International Country
Risk guide (ICRG) and Business Environmental Risk intelligence (BERI). Using the quality
of institutions index which include indicators of i) rule of law; ii) bureaucratic quality; iii)
corruption in government; iv) repudiation of contract by government; v)risk of expropriation
of assets by the government, they found property right to have significant positive impact on
investment and economic growth. Others studies (Hall and Jones, 1999, Rodrik, 1999) used
single and composite indexes, found a positive effect of institutions on economic growth.
Hall et al (2010) studied the impact of institutions on economic growth through its
effect on capital productivity. They extended Dawson‟s (1998) theoretical model of growth
by incorporating formal institution via physical capital. They empirically tested the impact of
quality institutions on economic growth for a cross section of 69 countries using the OLS
regression technique. Using risk of expropriation as a measure of quality institutions (formal
institutions), they found negative effect of physical and human capital on economic growth in
countries having poor institutions (Keefer & Knack, 1997). The study recommends
institutional reforms in order to increase economic growth in poor countries of the world.
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Sattar and Mahmood (2001) studied the impact of intellectual property rights on the
economic growth of high, middle and low income countries of the world. Using fixed effect
panel data regression technique, and a sample of a balance panel of 38 countries and the
intellectual property index developed by (Ginarte & Park, 1997), they found a significant
effect of property rights in high income countries as compared to middle and low income
countries. The study recommends that in order to enforce property right in developing
countries, the role of police, courts and federal investigation agencies should be re-evaluated.
Khan and Javid (2015) analyzed the impact of formal and informal institutions
on economic performance. They used a panel of 46 developed and developing countries
using fixed effect estimation technique for the period of 1980-2007.The study explored
human capital

to

be

the

mechanism

through

which

culture

impact

economic

performance of the sampled countries. The study finds that cross countries difference
in economic growth are due to difference in level of trust, respect, self-determination and
obedience. Similarly Zak and knack (2001) found that investment is higher in those countries
where trust is high.
Rasheed, et al. (2011) modified Solow model of economic growth by taking into
account happiness index. They used a panel of countries using fixed effect method to analyze
the impact of happiness index- life satisfaction, ecological foot print and life expectancy, on
total factor productivity. The study found negative effect of ecological foot print on
total factor productivity while positive but insignificant effect of life satisfaction on total
factor productivity. The study concludes that enhancing happiness could be helpful in
explaining total factor productivity .
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Ahmad and Marwan (2012) studied the effect of formal institutions on economic
growth for panel of 69 developing countries including East Asian, Africa and Latin America
for the period 1984-2005. The authors modified the neoclassical growth model by
introducing quality of institutional via total factor productivity to examine the effect of
institutions on economic growth. They used pooled OLS, panel fixed effect method and
system GMM to estimate the steady growth equation. They collected data on real GDP per
capita and population from WDI, investment share of GDP (Proxy of Physical Capital) from
the Penn World Table and institutional data on property rights, political institutions and
bureaucratic efficiency from ICRG. The study found a significant effect of overall
institutional variables on economic growth. However, property rights index was found to be
most significant among other institutional variables used in the study.
Panahi, et al. (2014) studied the relationship between economic freedom and
economic growth in 13 MENA countries for the period 2000-09. Using panel fixed and the
random effect model and data on the growth of GDP per-capita, economic freedom, legal
structure and security of property rights, freedom of international trade and regulation of the
labor market, they study found significant positive impact of economic freedom on economic
growth. The study also found negative effect of property rights on economic growth,
concluding that growth might decrease if sufficient protection was provided.
Siddiqui and Ahmed (2009) studied the relationship between institutional quality and
economic growth performance of Pakistan economy. They found a long-term relationship
between economic growth and institutional qualities. Moreover, they found unidirectional
causality between economic growth and quality of institutions. Similarly, Valeriani and
Peluso (2011) analyzed the effect of institutional quality on economic growth at different
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stages of development using a panel of 181 countries over the period 1950-2005 using panel
fixed effect and random effect model. Using civil liberty and quality of government as proxy
of institutions, they found that institutions played more significant role in developed countries
than in underdeveloped countries.
Nawaz (2014) examined the impact of fiscal policy and institutions on economic
growth using a panel of 56 countries over the period 1981-2010. This study extended the
Solow growth model by incorporating fiscal policy and institutions through factor
productivity. Moreover, the study extended the Solow growth model to show the effect of
institutions through fiscal policy on economic growth. The author used a fixed effect
estimation technique and found that improvement in institutional quality leads to acceleration
of economic growth. The study also indicates that impact of institution on economic growth
is relatively greater in case of developed countries. Their result of disaggregate analysis
shows that the impact of fiscal policy is positive in developed countries while in developing
countries, it is negative. Due to difference in stages of development and institutional
structure, the study suggested that government of developing countries should give
considerable weight to this difference while formulating fiscal policy.

2.3

Innovation and Institution

The issue of growth mechanism still remains the main focus of economist. To a large
extent, they reached the conclusion that technical innovation is the main determinant of longrun growth. Romer (1990) argued that knowledge is a fundamental determinant of innovation
which ultimately affects the economic performance of an economy. However, what
determines innovation in a country remained unanswered. Sala-i-Martin (2002) incorporated
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institutions in a standard theoretical framework of economic growth to understand the
linkages between institutions and economic growth. Literature on institutions shows positive
association between institutional variables and level of income and also with transitional
growth rate. Tebaldi (2008) developed a theoretical growth model incorporating formal
institutions. He found a positive impact of formal institutions on economic growth in the
steady state.
The studies discussed above only focused on formal institutions while ignoring
informal institutions, which are more important (North, 1990). Moreover, the studies did not
focus on cross-country analysis. In our theoretical chapter, we have incorporated the role of
informal institutions as well as formal institutions in the generation of new knowledge and
ideas. Our main focus is on the effect of informal institutions such as values and norms,
cooperation, trust and reciprocity on the generation of innovation at workplace.
Tebaldi and Elmslie (2008) studied the relationship between formal institutions and
economic growth by examining the link between institution and innovation. Using crosscountry data, they found that much of the variation in patent production was due to
institutional arrangements. They also found control of corruption, market-friendly policies,
protection of property rights and an effective judiciary system to be important factors in
boosting rate of innovation in an economy. Moreover, they found that the quality of formal
institutions affects economic growth via its effects on the rate of innovation in a country. By
controlling the effect of quality of institutions, the study found no significant effect of
geography on innovation. In addition to institutions quality, human capital accumulation was
found to have long-run effect on economic growth of a country.
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Silve and Plekhanov (2015) investigated the possible link between institutions,
innovation and economic growth. To examine the impact of economic institutions on
innovation, the authors employed a panel fixed and random model using industry level data.
They regressed industry level exports on the innovation intensity of the industry, quality of
economic institutions of the country, skill and capital intensity in the production of the
industry, skilled labor and industry level capital. The study concludes that countries with
better institutions and innovative industries enjoy a high level of exports. Other studies,
including Rajan and Zingales(1998)andLevchenko(2007)also concluded that the exports of
industries which are relatively dependent on external finance show a positive relation with
the economic institutions of the country.
Dutta & Sharma (2008) conducted an empirical study on Indian firm to investigated
whether the trade related intellectual property (TRIP) arrangement have any positive effect on
innovative activities of Indian firms. The study employed Fixed and random effect model to
analysis the firm‟s innovative performance for the period of 1989 - 2005. The dependent
variable is logarithm of annual RD expenditure of firms, while the main explanatory variables
used were RD to sale ratio and patent to sale ratio. The study found that with introduction of
TRIP, firm‟s intensity of RD expenditure increased which means that firms now undertake
more innovative activities than before. The study also found that after signing TRIP
agreement, the number of patent granted to Indian firm‟s has increased dramatically. The
study concluded that reforming formal institutions (Indian Patent Act 1970 and signing of
TRIP) increased innovative actives in the country.
Kafeer and Knack (1997) studied the relationship between institutions and economic
performance. He found that firms tend to invest less in new technology when rule of law is
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weak and risk of expropriation is high. In a recent study, Tebaldi and Elmslie(2013) found
that improvement in institutional quality in general encourage innovation by facilitating
diffusing of ideas, knowledge sharing and help in patent registration.
Dixit(2009) argued that good governance positively affect innovation as that requires
acquisition of property right, enforcement of property , and resolution of collective action
problems for market to work efficiently. Institutions which secure property of individual
would result in innovation, as the innovator would able to reap the benefit of innovative
activities (Acemoglu, 2001). Similarly governance institutions which secure enforcement of
contract, reduce transaction and monitoring cost would encourage innovative firms to choose
advance technologies which are often undertake in contract sectors. Moreover, institution that
resolve collective action problems also foster innovation because it enables firms and
countries to internalize external benefits associated with innovative activities.
Barbosa and Faria (2009) explored the effects of variations in institutional
environment on innovative activities in European countries by considering a set of country
specific regulatory policies. The authors used a cross-section of 20 industries from 10
countries and used simple regression technique. Innovation, proxied with proportion of
innovative enterprise in industry, is regressed on Economic regulation index, administrative
regulation index, entry index, rigidity of employment index, credit information index, GDP,
rule of law index and RD expenditure. They found that strong regulation in product market
and greater protection of property right encourages innovation across European countries.
However rigidity in labor market showed negative effect on innovative performance of
European firms.
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2.4

Informal Institutions and Innovation
The literature cited so far indicate that traditional factor such as labor, capital and

technology are important factors of economic growth. One step further, the literature shows
that formal institutions are the main determinant of innovation and growth. These studies
ignored informal institution as determinant of innovation and growth.
A number of researchers investigated the relationship between innovation and social
capital (Proxy of informal institutions). These studies conclude that innovation is positively
related with social capital. Quinn (1987) found that trust lessen the need of rigid control in
organization set up thereby enhance creative thinking.
Akcomak and Weel (2009) empirically tested the impact of social capital on
innovation and economic growth for 102 European regions for the period of 1990-2002. They
used the concept of knowledge accumulation (used by Romer, 1990; Aghoin and Howitt,
1998) introducing social capital instead of physical capital. The study concludes that venture
capitalist undertake risky project in those areas where higher level of social capital exist
which ultimately result in innovation.
Dakhli & De Clercq(2004) studied relationship between human capital and social
capital and innovation using 59 cross countries data. They used secondary data from world
value survey and world development report. The authors found that social networkhelp in
generation of new ideas and innovation as individuals interact with heterogeneous workers
having diverse ideas and knowledge. In addition, they found that social capital alone do not
guarantee economic development particular when human capital is week.
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Knack and Keefer (1997) investigated the relationship between trust, monitoring cost
and innovation. They found that in the presence of high level of trust between employees and
employers, both cooperate with each other by sharing ideas and problems prevailing in
organization. Moreover, the employers divert resources from monitoring employees at work
to innovative activities and welfare projects of employees. The authors also found that society
with high level of trust, their investor undertake more risky investment and innovative project
as high level of trust reduce uncertainty of investment projects (Kaasa, Kaldaru, & Parts,
2007; Akçomak & Ter Weel, 2009). In addition to presence of trust among individuals in
society, investor‟s trust in their country judicial system is also important for investment in
R&D activities (Dakhli & De Clercq, 2004).
Acs, et al. (2002) found flow of knowledge between individuals, firms and region to
be the main source of innovation. In this context social capital is considered to be the indirect
source of innovation in an economy. In addition, Saxenian (1990) pointed out that
communication between individual facilitates diffusion and transmission of knowledge which
help in generation of new ideas and knowledge. According to these Authors, countries with
large number of social work better perform than other in innovative activities.
Sequeira and Ferreira -Lopes (2011) developed an endogenous growth model to study
relationship between social capital and human capital and their contributions to economic
growth. They assumed that economy accumulate both social and human capital. Moreover
there is an opportunity cost of accumulating social capital in terms of forgone earning and
human capital. Using calibration method they showed that when human capital accumulation
takes place, market value of human capital increases, therefore to keep wage rate constant,
human capital production would have to increase thereby social to human capital ratio is
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reduced. The model also showed that more developed countries with more human capital,
have also more social capital.
Bartolini and Bonatti(2008) studied the relationships between market expansion and
social capital using endogenous growth model. He found that with growth of market
activities, social capital declines and therefore firms invest in formal mechanism of control
and enforcement. They rejected the idea that social capital improves market efficiency
through reduction of information and monitoring cost and concluded that capitalism erode
social capital but found no evidence regarding the effects of decline in social capital on
economic growth. It is suggested that a future research be focused in the area of social capital
and economic growth so as to clarify the actual mechanism of the relationship between the
two.
Rupasingha et al (2000) studied the role of social capital in Economic growth of
United States of America using time series data. They used linear regression model to
estimate the extended Barro model of economic growth. The Authors incorporated social
capital as factor of economic in the Barro Economic growth function. Regressing per capita
income on initial human capital, initial stock of social interaction using proxy of social
capital index, initial leave of per capita GDP, and the authors found significant positive effect
of social interaction on country‟s economic development.

2.5

Conclusion
In this chapter, we have reviewed theoretical and empirical studies of institutions,

innovations and economic growth. The cited literature shows that formal institutions such as
property right, market friendly policies and effective judiciary system are the main
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determinant of economic growth. The literature on social network shows positive effect of
social capital on human capital productivity and innovation. The cited literature do not shows
the channels through which institutions particularly informal institutions affect economic
growth. To the best of my knowledge, there is not a single study which have explored the link
between informal institutions (Informal sharing of knowledge at work place), innovation and
economic growth.
This study develops a theoretical model along the lines of Lucas& Moll(2011) and
analyses the impact of time spent, by economic agents in sharing ideas and knowledge at
work place, on innovation and economic growth. The current study is different in many
respects from existing studies. Knack and Keefer (1997) studied the impact of social capital
on economic growth but did not discuss the channel through which social capital affects
economic growth. Tebaldi and Elmslie (2013) developed a formal economic growth model
incorporating only formal institutions. Bofota et al (2012) developed a theoretical model and
analyzed the impact of social capital on economic growth through human capital
accumulation. These studies ignore the effect of informal institutions on innovation and their
ultimate effects on economic growth. Lucas & Moll (2011) highlighted the issue by focusing
on how individuals allocate time optimally between the production of final good and the
search for knowledge activities. However, they did not analyze the effect of time spent on
innovation and thereby on economic growth. This study is different from Lucas and Moll
(2011) in the sense that it examines the effect of the time spent in interacting with other
workers (because of existence of informal institutions) on the generation of new ideas and
economic growth using the technological change model. Romer(1990)developed the
technological change model which states that new ideas are generated by researchers working
in laboratories motivated by monopoly profit. Moreover, the model assumes that the cost of
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new ideas declines as society accumulates more ideas, represented by the number of new
products. Further, Romer(1990) assumes that the number of new ideas depends on the
number of workers in the Research and Development sectors. However, Romer‟s (1990)
model ignores the fact that ideas can be developed during social interaction among workers
when they face production-related problems and share knowledge and experiences. The
existing growth theories, whether endogenous or exogenous, ignore the effect of social
interaction (which results in sharing of new ideas and knowledge) on long- run economic
growth and income distribution. The present study extendsRomer‟s (1990) model by
incorporating the effect of social interaction on generation of new ideas and its ultimate effect
on economic growth. Romer‟s (1990) model also assumes instantaneous use of new ideas,
ignoring formal institutional barriers. This study also incorporates how formal institutions
affect the creation and diffusion of new ideas. Moreover, the study intends to examine
whether informal institutions support formal institutions in the development of new ideas and
growth, using a sample of panel countries from different regions.
The present study explore whether informal institutions such as values and norms,
ethic, religiosity, trusting relations, sincerity and so forth have any positive effect on
innovation and economic growth. Also the study try to explore that if a possible links exist
between informal institutions, innovation and economic growth, than how they are linked
with one another. Moreover, it is conjectured that institutions (rule of law, property rights and
so forth) effect economic growth. Values and norms that prevail in society are expected to
affect the effectiveness of formal institutions thereby affecting economic performance of
countries. This study attempts to explore how informal institutions affect the incentive to
share knowledge and their resultant effects on innovation performance.
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CHAPTER 3.
3.1

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

Introduction

Why some countries are richer than others is a most important question and is still a
debatable issue in economic growth and development. Traditional neoclassical growth
economists consider factor accumulation and exogenous technological changes to be the
main determinants of growth difference among countries (Solow, 1956; Cass, 1965). These
models assume institutions implicitly (i.e., the existence of markets, private property rights)
but could not specify the causes of growth difference ( (Acemoglu, 2008). Later, economists
endogenized technological progress but the results of their models are similar to those of the
neoclassical growth model (Romer, 1990; Grossman & Helpman, 1990; Aghion & Howitt,
1992). The main predictions of Romer‟s(1990) technological change model is that countries
which conduct more research and development expenditure would generate more ideas
(intermediate input) which would result in earing monopoly profit in the world market.
However, higher economic growth and accumulation of factor inputs are not the fundamental
causes of growth differences rather they are proximate inputs to growth. According to the
institutional economic school, institutions are the deep determinates of the economic growth
(North, 1990).
Literature on institutions and economic growth studied the impact of formal
institutions (Elmslie, 2013; Valeriani & Peluso, 2011; Acemoglu, 2001; Rodrik, 2000)
ignoring informal institutions such as values, norms, trust, religiosity which develop
cooperative behavior in the general public and are considered more important than formal
institutions (North, 1990).
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Romer‟s(1990) model concludes that countries which allocate more research and
development expenditure to production of new ideas would experience higher economic
growth given the existence of markets for ideas. However, literature on innovation and
economic growth indicate that ideas are not necessarily produce in laboratories ahead of
problems (Rogers, 1983). They can also be created at workplace during interaction among
worker when they face production related problems (Lucas, 2010) besides the work
undertaken in research lab.
This study extends the technological change model of Romer (1990) by incorporating
the phenomena of workers‟ sharing knowledge (because of prevailing informal institutions)
in the workplace when they face problems related to the production process. The study also
examines how cooperation in the workplace among workers results in production of new
ideas and their ultimate effect on economic growth. The conceptual framework, given in ,
shows the mechanism of sharing of knowledge and its effect on innovation and economic
growth. Also depicts the mechanism through which formal institutions affect innovation and
growth.

3.2

Conceptual Framework

The basic theme of the study is that within firms, workers with different productivity
levels interact with other workers. During interaction they share their experience and ideas
with other colleagues, which results in the generation of new ideas and the stock of
knowledge of the firm, company or economy increases. A main feature of model is social or
reciprocal character of intellectual activity. Workers gain knowledge through sharing ideas
and knowledge with co-workers. In this study, we define informal institutions as such social
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values prevailing in the work place which result in the sharing of ideas and knowledge among
colleagues/workers.
Figure 3-1: Conceptual Framework
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Informal institutions of trust, interpersonal exchange of information, norms and values
impact economic growth indirectly. Values and norms contain work ethics which facilitate
cooperative behavior that results in accelerating overall economic growth. Norms of
cooperation can have a significant effect on exchange of ideas and information, thus
indirectly affecting economic performance of firms/economy through its impact on
innovation (Lesser, 2000). Similarly, hierarchies4 often need new ideas and proposals for the
introduction of new brands in the market and if workers cooperate by sharing their ideas, it
would result in the introduction of new products in the market. This implies that the norm of
accepting hierarchies most likely encourages innovation within firms. Most of the prominent

4
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growth economists consider flows of knowledge between individuals, firms and region to be
the main sources of innovation (Lucas, 2010).
This study intends to examine the effect of informal institutions on economic growth
through its effect on innovation generated in the work place. For this purpose, the study
considers a hypothetical economy where human capital, innovation and intermediate inputs
are causal factors of production, while both formal and informal institutions are supposed to
effect economic growth through innovation. This is shown in Figure 3-1 .
Figure 3-1 shows that whenever workers face any problems related with production at
work place, they resort to get help from their colleagues. If workers have social values or a
worker has social links with other workers, they would be able to get help from their
colleague in solving problems arising at production point. Therefore, when they discuss
problems, they will find new methods (at least new for these workers) to solve these
problems. This increases the productivity of workers in the work place involved in the
production process and innovative activities. As a result of sharing knowledge, a new
intermediate input (new ideas to solve the problems aroused) would be introduced, which
increases the efficiency of final good production. Thus, sharing of knowledge among workers
within an organization would help in generation of new production processes (new ideas and
innovation) which would help to promote the production of the firm/industry and the
economy as whole.
Figure 3-1 shows the channels through which institutions affect economic growth. In
this study, we follow Tebaldi (2008), who has shown theoretically that formal institutions
affect economic growth through innovation. He found that formal institutions have negative
effect on innovation in countries with weak formal institutions. We have incorporated his
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idea in order to see whether informal institution support formal institutions or otherwise in
affecting innovation and economic growth.
To explain how institutions affect economic growth, we assume an economy to have
three sectors, parallel to structure of Romer‟s (1990) model. One sector produces a final good
using human capital and aggregate intermediate input. A second sector produces intermediate
inputs using forgone consumption and knowledge developed in the research and development
sector. The third sector produces ideas and a blue print for the second sector using human
capital, informal institutions and already existing stock of knowledge, given the exogenously
determined formal institutions. Complete specification of the extended technological model is
presented below.

3.3

3.3.1

Extended Endogenous Technological Change Model

Final Good Producing Sector
Consider a final good producing sector where a large numbers of firms are producing

a single homogenous good that would be sold in a competitive market at a given price to
consumers. The economy is postulated by a set of households who live for infinite periods.
The number of households in each period is N t , growing at rate n . Each household has a unit
of time available. Our representative household spends a fraction of their total available time
in production of final good, in R&D activities and in social activities such as time spent with
colleagues in discussing and solving problems arising at workplace during production
processes. The values and norms which result in cooperative behavior are referred toas
informal institutions. These institutions may have a positive impact on the creation of new
ideas but no direct effect on final good production.
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We denote by u y the fraction of time allocated to the production of final consumption
good, us denotes the fraction of time devoted to social activities, and the remaining fraction is
allocated to the research and development sector which is denoted by

uA .

The production function is assumed to be linearly homogenous. Moreover capital is
assumed to be disaggregated into the list of different types of producer durables available that
is x(i, t ), for i  1, 2,........A(t ) 5
Production function faced by our representative firm in the final output sector is

Y [t ]  (u[t ] y H [t ]) 

A[ t ]



x(i, t ) di..................................................................................(3.1)

0

Where " H [t ]" is total number of working hours of skilled worker and u[t ] y H [t ] denotes
working hours used in final production,

denotes intermediate capital input used in the

production of the final good, " A[t ]" denotes number of ideas generated at period „t‟at the
work place during discussion related to the solution of problems arising during production
processes6.
Final good is either used for consumption or investment in physical capital. That is,
physical capital production function is
K  [t ]  K[t ]  u[t ] y A[t ]H [t ]

1

 C.....................................................................(3.2)

5

Here different types of capital good (intermediate inputs) have additive separable effect on output. Although
each type of capital good is different, they all produce identical effects on output.
6
The new ideas generated are considered as intermediate input of production.
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The final good producer maximizes his profit by solving the following profit
maximization problem

max   (u[t ] y H [t ]) 

A[ t ]

u [ t ] y , x ( i ,t )

Where

wy



x(i, t ) di  wy u[t ] y H [t ] 

0

A( t )



p(i, t )[ x(i, t )] * x(i, t ) di........................(3.3)

0

denotes wage paid to workers in the final good production and

denotes the

price of intermediate input. Assuming the price of the final good to be unity, the first order
conditions yields

x(i, t )

(

)

The first derivative of profit function of the final producer with respect to labor time is
marginal product of labor which states that the firm hiresa laborer/worker until his marginal
product equals the wage rate prevailing in the market. Since 0<β<1 this means that an
increase in labor supply in the final good production has a negative effect on wage. However,
the effects of knowledge have a positive effect on labor productivity. This is discussed in
section3.3.3
Equation (3.6) is the equilibrium market conditions of capital market, which state that
a firm rents capital goods until the marginal product of each unit of capital equals the rental
price

.
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3.3.2 Intermediate Good Sectors
This study assumes that there is large number of firms producing different varieties of
intermediate capital goods. Each firm , buys the patent (design) or blue print from an R&D
producer to produce the intermediate capital good and become the only producer of that
variety of good. Each firm rents capital at rate

and using the idea developed in the R&D

sector, transforms one unit of raw material into one unit of intermediate input. Therefore each
firm determines the optimal quantity of the intermediate capital good to sell to the final good
producer to maximize his profit. The profit maximization problem for intermediate good
firm is
max   p(i, t )[ x(i, t ))]* x(i, t )  rk x(i, t ).........................................................................(3.7)
x ( i ,t )

Taking first order conditions with respect to

and solving, we have

Taking the derivative of equation (3.6) w.r.t time and substituting the resulting expression in
equation (3.8), we have the resultant expression

Comparing equation (3.6) and equation (3.9), we have
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That is the price of the intermediate inputs for all . It means that each producer of a final
good demands the same amount of intermediate input , that is

. Finally, the total

demand for capital good must equal the total capital stock in the economy:

∫

Substituting equation (3.9) in the profit function of monopoly, the result is expressed as

3.3.3 The Research and Development Sector
The new growth theory suggests that generation of new ideas depend on persons
engaged in research and development activities and the existence of a stock of knowledge
(Romer, 1990; Aghion & Howitt, 1992). The skilled or educated worker also spends a
fraction of available time on exchanging ideas, solving production and market related
problems, and thus generating new ideas (Rupasingha, Goetz, & Freshwater, 2000; Lucas,
Ideas and growth, 2009).
Growth economists have used formal institutions explicitly as determinants of
innovation, ignoring informal institutions, which are often considered more important than
formal institutions. Formal institutions are not sufficient to eliminate risk and uncertainty
arising in business activities, particularly invention, as the moral factor limits their potential
(Arrow, 1962). Informal institutions create a working environment in which workers interact
with other workers in search of information, knowledge and ideas that facilitate the creation
of new ideas. To incorporate informal institutions, we assume that individuals devote a
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fraction

of their time to social activities such as helping other co-workers, and exchanging

ideas with other colleagues and workers. This non-market activity is described by social
capital production, given below


S[t ]  P(u[t ]s H[t ]) S[t ] ..................................................................................(3.12)

where “ P ” is the productivity parameter of social capital, u[t ]s H[t ] is the total time spent in
discussing, helping and jointly solving production-related problems, which is only possible
when the workers follow informal rules. Equation (3.12) states that existing social capital
may have a positive effect on the generation of current social capital. In addition, we assume
that social capital has no direct effect on final good production
Knowledge is the accumulation of ideas and ideas are produced by people/workers
discussing production-related problems while working with machines or technology. This
idea is incorporated in the knowledge production function by explicitly introducing the effect
of social interaction among workers on new idea generation. We also incorporate formal
institutions as input in the production of ideas, as formal institutions such as intellectual
property rights restrict diffusion of knowledge. The production function of new ideas is




A[t ]   A[t ] (u[t ]A H [t ]) S[t ] T [t ] ................................................(3.13)

Where  is the spillover effect of existing stock of ideas,  indicates the effect of existing
stock of social capital in the generation of new ideas, u[t ]A H [t ]  (1  u[t ]y  u[t ]s ) H [t ] is
time allocated to development of new idea and
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denotes the effect of formal institutions .

Each R&D firm maximizes its profit by selling ideas or designs to intermediate
capital good producers at price PA [t ] ,obtaining revenue of

PA [t ] A [t ] and

paying a wage bill

of WA[t ]u[t ]A H [t ] to workers engaged in research and innovative activities. The profit
maximization problem of the R &D firm is
max   pA A [t ]  wA[t ]u[t ]A H [t ].........................................................................(3.14)
A[ t ]

Taking FOC w.r.t of (3.14) , and solving for wage wA [t], we have

The above expression states that wages of workers are negatively related with the time spent
in R&D activities, i.e. labor supply of researchers is positively related with the price of
patents (ideas), an existing stock of knowledge, depending on the elasticity parameter, formal
and informal institutions. The main idea behind the expression is that workers who have more
social values and norms would be rewarded more for innovative activities. Equation (3.15)
also implies that in countries where institutions are stronger, the workers would be paid more
than in countries with weaker institutions.
3.3.4 Household Behavior
Assuming that there is large number of identical households and each household
maximizes its utility function subject to budget constraints. We use CRRA utility function
and assume that our representative household is the ultimate owner of all capital and
shareholder of final good firms, intermediate goods, and R&D firms. The optimization
problem of the household is thus
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C[t ]1  1  t
e dt
C ,u [ t ] y ,u [ t ] A ,u [ t ]s 
1
0
max

Subject to
K  [t ]  K [t ]  u[t ] y A[t ]H [t ]

1

 C.....................................................................(3.2)

S  [t ]  P(u[t ]s H [t ]) S[t ] ....................................................................................(3.12)
A [t ]  BA[t ] (u[t ] A H [t ]) S[t ] T [t ] ...................................................................(3.13)

u[t ]y  u[t ]A  u[t ]s  1 Time resource constraint

And initial conditions are
K[0]  K0 ,

A[0]  A0 , S[0]  S0,

T [0]  T0

Transversality conditions can be stated as

Formulating Hamiltonian, we have,
(
(

Where C, u[t ]y , u[t ]A , u[t ]s

(

)
))

are choice variables K , S , A are the state variables,

1[t ], 2[t ], 3[t ] are co-state variables.
3.3.5 Solution of the Model7
The summary of first order conditions is
7

Complete derivation of the mode is given in Appendix 3. I have solved the model using Mathematica 9.Here I
have just reported the final equation of the model.
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The Dynamic System in Stationary Variable
In order to derive a dynamic system in stationary variables consider the growth rate of K.A.S,
as below.
Growth rate of physical capital
Solving physical capital constraint in per-capita form, we have

Where

Writing capital in per-capita form and taking time derivative, we have
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Growth rate of informal institutions:
From social capital constraint, we have

Taking time derivative growth rate of social capital function, we have

Equation (3.31) states that if

>1( i.e the effect of existing informal values would be positive

on current informal institutions).indicates the effect of time used in social activities. If>1,
this means that time spent in discussing and helping others has a significant positive effect on
social capital.

Growth of innovation
From knowledge constraint

Taking time derivative of growth rate of innovation function, we have

Equation (3.32) shows that growth in sharing of knowledge and ideas, cooperation
between workers in solving work-related problems and a trusting environment created by
repeated interaction, values, norms and embodied religious belief would result in the
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generation of new ideas. Moreover, equation (3.32) shows that improvement in formal
institutions also has a positive effect on the development of new ideas. In addition, the
increase in overall working hours can also have positive effects on the generation of new
ideas. The last result is interesting. It means that if we are often busy in collective work
which is mostly undertaken in the work place with other colleagues, it will lead to the
generation of new ideas.
We can also generalize this result to the faculty and students (particularly research
students) of education institutionsi.e.if students do group study and help each other, it would
lead to increasing their productivity and they would be successful in the completion of
research work. It can also be argued that if joint innovative activities are undertaken by the
researchers across the world, it would be helpful in generating innovative ideas that would be
helpful in accelerating economic growth and prosperity.

STEADY STATE SOLUTION
Level variables grow at a constant rate at steady state, while per capita variables grow at rate
of zero. Expressing variables in per capita form as

, the steady state conditions are
At a steady state, growth of capital, growth of consumption and growth rate of output are all
equal to each other (see appendix 3). That is

Comparing (3.34) and (3.22), we have
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Comparing equation (3.33) with equation (3.30)
cˆ[t]
(g A +g H )=(kˆ[t])α-1uA[t]1-α ......................(3.35)
kˆ[t]

Taking

time

derivative

of

1[t]/3[t]w.r.t.

setting

time

derivative

of

uS[t],uY[t]equal to zero, we have the result

Taking time derivative of1[t]/2[t]and1[t]/3[t]with respect to time and
subtracting the first result from the last, the resultant expression is

Subtracting equation (3.37) from equation (3.36), we have

Putting equation (3.23) and equation (3.24) in equation (3.38) and solving

From equation (3.36), and using equation (3.29) and equation (3.23), solving foruA[t,we
have
(

)

,we find the value of

Using the identity,
{

as below
}

(

)

Using equation(3.30), solving for steady state value of k*,
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Using equation (3.34), we have

k [


   ( g A  gH )

1
1

]

1
((  1) g A  (  1) g H  g S   gT   g H   )u A* ]............(3.42)
gA

[

Using eq(3.39) and
cˆ 

, and solving for "c"

[(g A  g H )   ]  α ( g A  g H ) ˆ
k ...............................................................................(3.43)
α

Production function in per capita form

Where

is per capita GDP and

indicates numbers of ideas (new technologies),

indicates per capita physical capital. Using the steady state level of per capitaphysical capital
and expressing technological/knowledge production function as Ait  A0e g At Tit  Sit 8 following
Mankiw et al (1992), Campos and Nugent (1998) and Islam (1995), the steady state output
per capita is obtained as
y[t ]  A0e g At Tit  Sit [


   ( g A  gH )



]1 ..............................................(3.44)

Equation (3.44) describes that steady state output per capita depends upon innovation,
formal institutions, informal institutions and human capital (time used in final good
production by workers), where formal and informal institutions effect economic growth
indirectly through innovation.
8

See Islam, N; 1993, Growth Empirics: A panel data Approach. The Quarterly Journal of Economics,
110(4), 1127-1170.
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The extended Endogenous Technological Change model concludes that:
i)

Both formal and institutions impact economic growth through innovation

ii)

Collective work increases the productivity of workers and innovation in an
economy.

iii)

Informal institutions work as mechanism of diffusion of knowledge in society
which increases innovation.

iv)

Informal institutions supplement formal institute in affecting innovation
performance.

3.4 Conclusion

In this chapter, the study extended Romer‟s(1990) Endogenous Technological
Change model by incorporating the effect of social activities, i.e. discussion and knowledge
sharing among workers, on innovation in organization, which is undertaken without focusing
on monetary reward. That is, in contrast to Romer(1990), ideas or knowledge are not
necessarily developed in laboratories by those who want to sell those new idea in market, but
that can also be created by workers when they cooperate in working environments through
jointly solving production-related problems.
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CHAPTER 4.
4.1

METHODOLOGY AND DATA

Introduction

In CHAPTER 3, the study extended Romer‟s (1990) technological change model to
investigate the theoretical underpinning among institutions, innovation and economic growth.
In this chapter, I have developed an empirical methodology to test the predictions (i.e.
hypotheses) of the theoretical model developed in previous chapter. The rest of the chapter is
organized as follow: Section 4.2explains the empirical models of economic growth and
innovations; section4.3 briefly elaborates the econometric methodology used for estimation;
Section4.4explains the data sources and definitions of variables used in estimation of both the
models.

4.2

Empirical Models

4.2.1

Empirical Model of Innovation
Using equation (3.12) of Chapter 3, taking the logarithmic of both sides, including

matrix of control variables

and rewriting the fixed effect panel regression equation of

innovation as
^

^

New ideas  ln(Ai ,t )  0  ln Ai ,t 1   ln i ,t 1  S   T   X  i   i ,t ........................(4.1)
where subscript

and

represent country and time period

respectively. Where i ,t unobservable is a country-specific effect and  i ,t is white noise. Ai ,t 1
is the initial stock of ideas across countries (initial value of accumulated numbers of articles
published in this case), Ai ,t denotes the numbers of article published in country during the
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period, , i ,t 1 is the total time spent in R&D sectors (number of skilled labor force employed
proxies with human capital). Since the true measure of formal and informal institutions is
unknown, the study uses indexes of informal and formal institutions which may assume zero
and negative values, in which case logarithmic transformation is not possible. Therefore, the
study uses Tˆ (Formal institutions index) and Ŝ (Informal institution index) instead of lnSi ,t
and ln Ti ,t respectively.
The theoretical model of innovation developed in Chapter 3, indicates that institutions
have a positive impact on innovation, so their coefficients are expected to have positive.
Similarly time spent on research and development sector proxies with number of researchers
and total employment expressed as percentage of total population, skilled workers employed
(human capital) is also expected to have a positive sign. So far as the effect of existing stock
of ideas and knowledge is concerned, it can be positive (already accumulated stock of ideas
helps in generating new ideas) or negative (development of new knowledge become difficult
in the presence of already accumulated knowledge).
Research and development expenditures also have a positive effect on innovation
(Romer, 1990; Acs, Audretsch, Braunerhjelm, & Carlsson, 2005). Therefore we also include
research and development expenditure as input into the innovation/knowledge production
function with expected positive sign.
4.2.2

Empirical Model of Economic Growth

From equation (3.44) of chapter 3, steady state production function is nonlinear, so taking
logarithm of equation (3.44), including appropriate error term, country- and time-specific
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effect term and matrix of control variables , we have an estimable extended technological
growth model as given below9

ln yit  ln yit 1  0  1 ln yit 1  2Tit  3 Sit  4 ln g A  5 ln g H   X  i   t   it ................(4.2)

Where the right hand side indicates real GDP growth, yit 1 shows lagged value of real GDP
(initial level of income), Tit denotes the formal institutions index, Sit represent the informal
institutions index, g A shows innovation(growth of new ideas ) and g H denotes growth rate of
researchers/worker/skilled labor proxied with human capital.
Growth empirics show that economies converge to steady state output level, therefore
lagged real GDP is expected to have negative sign. Institutions and growth literature shows
that institutions cause economic growth (North, 1990; Acemoglu and Robinson, 2005),
therefore the institutions index is expected to have a positive effect on economic growth.
Literature on innovation and economic growth highlight positive effect of innovation on
economic growth (Romer, 1990; Aghion and Howitt, 1992; Tebaldi, 2008; Sattar &
Mahmood, 2011), so innovation variable is expected to have a positive effect on economic
growth.

4.3

Estimation Methodology

Traditional growth regressions carry problems of endogeneity, measurement error and
omitted variable bias (Acemoglu, 2001). In our case, the problem of endogeneity may arises
due to institution variables since both formal and informal are correlated with other
explanatory variables such as human capital and the stock of knowledge. Moreover,

9

Here I used formal and informal institutions index without taking their logarithm, following Acemoglu et al
(2001) Hall and Jones (1990) and Tebaldi(2008).
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institutions change with time, so they are contemporarily correlated with other variables of
the model. In the presence of these problems, OLS estimates are biased because of the
unobserved relation between omitted variables and the explanatory of the regression
equation. We use panel data of 72 countries over the period 1980-2014, which would
eliminate the issue of omitted variables by taking country-specific and time-specific effects.
In growth literature, two-step Least Square method (2 SLS) is often used to address
the problems of endogeneity and error of measurement, which require finding the appropriate
instrument for endogenous variables. In our case, formal and informal institutions are
endogenous as they depend on other factors such earlier institution, ethnicity, religiosity,
colonization and existence of norm and values in society. In addition, the dynamic growth
models of innovation and growth given in equation (4.1) and equation (4.2) respectively also
carry problems of endogeneity as the lagged value of the dependent variable is correlated
with the residual (Nickell, 1981). The latter problems can be solved by applying first
difference GMM estimator (Arellano & Bond, 1991).
Literature on economic growth and institutions suggest a system GMM estimator as
the best estimations technique (Bond S. R., 2001).In case of persistent time series, difference
GMM estimator perform poorly as the lagged value of persistent series provide weak
instruments (Islam, 1995).

A GMM estimator does not assume availability of external instruments, that is,
instruments are used from a given database. The use of these “internal” instruments – based
on the lagged values of the dependent variables and explanatory variable of the model –
implies that explanatory variables are weakly exogenous.
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In view of the merits of system GMM estimators, we use system GMM for
estimation of extended technological change model and innovation function.

4.4

Data Description and Sources

The present study uses a panel data set of 72 countries over the period of 1980-2014.
The selection of the sample is based on data availability and prevalence of difference in
informal institution, formal institutions and difference in innovation performance of the
sample countries. The overall sample has been divided into low income, lower middle
income, upper middle income and high income level following the World Bank classification.
The study uses the World Banks‟ 2015 estimates of Gross National Income (GNI) for
classification of countries in different groups ( WDI, 2015)
Further I have combined low income countries and lower middle income countries
into separate group called developing countries while the last two are combined to frame
group of developed countries.
Table 4-1:The World Bank Classification of Countries
Income Level

Gross national Income

Low income

$1,045 or less

Lower middle income

$1046 to $4125

Upper middle income

$4126 to $12745

High Income

$12745 or more

Source: World Bank (2015)
The full sample is divided into seven regions including East Asia and Pacific, Europe
and Central Asia, Latin America and Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, North
America, South Asia and Sub-Saharan Africa, using World Bank recent classifications with
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the objective to examine growth performance of different region in the face of diversity of
formal and informal institutions. This would help in understanding the role of institutions,
both formal and informal, in innovation performance in the respective regions.
This study uses panel data on innovation and institutions, innovation and economic
growth variables for estimating the economic growth model and innovation function. Details
of the data and data sources are given below for the two functions
4.4.1

Data and measures of innovation
Rogers (1998) defines innovation as the application of new ideas to the products,

process or any production-related activities. It is conceived of as a process involving social
interaction and is no longer achieved by isolated individuals. In this study, we use innovation
synonymous to workplace innovation. As discussed in Chapter 3, workers/colleagues in a
workplace often help other colleagues when a problem arises related to production (related to
the field they are working in). Through mutual sharing of knowledge and experience, they
find a solution to the problem related, which is at least new for the organization concerned.
Thus new ideas generated depend on social norms, values, ethic, reciprocity, honesty and
religiosity characteristics of workers.
Literature related to innovation identify several measures of innovation, such as the
number of patents filed and used (Jaffe 1989), research and development expenditure (Ritsila,
1999), and the number of innovations reported in trade journals and research periodicals
(Acs, 1994).
Griliches(2007) used patent count as a measure of innovation. However, the main
concern of researcher is that not all inventions are patented because some inventions do not
meet certain criteria necessary for an invention to be patentable, even though they increase
the stock of knowledge.
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In additions to patent granted, the accumulated numbers of article and books
published in recognize national and international journals are used as proxy of innovation
(Hanusch, 2004; Castellacci & Natera, 2011). The present study uses the last proxy because it
is hypothesized that workers/researchers/ students who cooperate with others would be able
to solve production related problem at workplace i.e. Researchers/students would be able to
publish more research articles in recognized journals as result of cooperative behaviors.
For robustness of innovation function, the study use numbers of article published,
patent granted, patent application filed as dependent variable of innovation function.
1.4.1

Expenditures on R&D:
Previous research shows that countries which spend more on research and

development are able to make new innovation. This study use R&D as a percentage of a
country‟s GDP as input to production function of new ideas. The use of RD expenditure
shows allocation of country resources to innovative activities to increase stock of knowledge.
The data on Expenditures for R&D is collected from CANA database (Castellacci & Natera,
2011).
4.4.2

Existing Stock of Knowledge
Presence of accumulated stock of knowledge helps in solving current problem. If

there is large number of already existing literatures on problems arising in different
organization, it would be help in the solution of the current problem. However, past
discoveries and ideas may be helpful in future discoveries as well as may retard future
innovation. This is due to the reason that it is very difficult to publish new ideas or article
when there is a lot of published work in the specified field. Therefore stock of knowledge
may have conflicting results. For stock of knowledge, we use lagged of accumulated numbers
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of articles and books published in scientific journals. The data on numbers of article
published are collected from CANA (Castellacci & Natera, 2011).
4.4.3 Informal Institutions Index
Informal institutions can be defined as:
Informal institutions refers “ to norms and value, beliefs, customs, traditions and
religiosity which promote cooperative behaviors in individuals in society which are helpful
in generating new ideas and knowledge by sharing knowledge and experience in society
with other fellowmen .”
Previous studies indicate that informal institutions (social capital as proxy) have
significant effect on economic growth (Coleman, 1998; Putnam, 1993). Literatures on
informal institutions show various proxies of informal institution such as social capital,
generalized trust (Narayan & Pritchett, 1999; Krishna & Uphoff, 1999), crime rates, Gini
index and corruption index as measure of informal institutions. To measure informal
institution, researchers have used either single measure (Putnam, 1993; Grootaert, 1999;
Narayan & Pritchett, 1999; Krishna & Uphoff, 1999; Zak & Knack, 2001)or take few
measures together (Rose, 1999; Brehm & Rahn, 1997; Doh & Acs, 2010; Khan & Javid,
2015; Rasheed, Rauf, & Ahmad, 2012). As the above measures are likely to be correlated;
therefore we construct informal institutions index by taking a simple average of trust variable,
happiness index and friendship index taking from CANA database (Castellacci & Natera,
2011). Detail definition of each indicator is given in Appendix1: List of Variables.
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4.4.4 Formal Institutions Index
The present study uses data on institutional variables collected from the International
Country Risk Guide (ICRG) which is widely used in growth and institutional related studies.
Cited literature in Chapter 3 shows that researchers have used all components of the index or
taken a few components or even a single component best suited to the objectives of their
study. For instance, Knack and Keefer (1995) used a composite index of institutional quality
by using five indicators which are i) Rule of law ii) Corruption in government

iii)

Bureaucratic quality iv) Risk of expropriation of assets by the government and v)
Repudiation of contract by the government. Rodrik(2000) uses only bureaucratic quality,
Mauro (1995) employs only corruption and Sala-i-Martin (1997) uses only the rule of law,
and so on. Papaioannou (2009) developed an institutional quality index by simply taking the
sum of all the twelve indicators included in the ICRG dataset.
The present study constructs formal institutional index by taking simple average of
six indicators which include i) Government Stability, ii) Investment Profile iii) Control over
Corruption iv) Law and Order v) Democratic Accountability and vi) Bureaucracy Quality
which are supposed to influence innovation and economic growth. The detailed definition of
each indicator is given in APPENDIX1.
4.4.5 Ethnic divisions
The study hypothesizes that workplace where ethnic diversity prevails; worker in such
organization would be less cooperative. Putnam (1995) argues that racial differences have
contributed to an erosion of social capital in America. In a recent study, using survey data
from US states, Alesina and La Ferrara(1999) found that participation in associational
activities is significantly lower in ethnically fragmented localities. Having in view of the
result of the cited studies, the present study uses data on ethnic diversity to investigate its
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effect on innovation performance of the sampled countries. Following Alesina et al. (1999),
we use the ethnic fractionalization index as a measure of ethnic diversity in counties.
4.4.6

Control Variables
Data on GDP, openness, physical capital, and internet user and population growth are

from World Development Indicator (WDI). GDP is measured at constant local currency.
Investment share of GDP is used to measure physical capital. We use internet users per 1000
as variable to measure the effect of social network on sharing of ideas and knowledge.
Ratio of sum of export and import to GDP is used to measure openness of a country to
international trade. We use openness indicator in order to know the effect of globalization on
innovation and economic growth. It is expected that economies having trade relation with
other countries would be able to get new technologies that would help in accelerating
innovative activities in importing countries.
Following Acemoglu, we have also used settler‟s mortality, latitude (as measure of
geography), ethnic fractionalization, linguistic fractionalization, religious fractionalization in
order to examine the effect of these different characteristic of societies on innovation and
economic growth.
The study use colonial dummy so as take into consideration the effect of colonization
on innovative and economic performance of the sampled countries. Zero indicate that a
country is never colonized, 1 indicates Dutch colonies,2 shows Spanish colonies, 3 shows
Italian colonies, 4 indicates US colonies, 5 shows British colonies, 6 indicates French
colonies, 7 represent Portuguese colonies, 8 shows Belgian colonies, 9 indicates BritishFrench colonies and 10 shows Australian colonies. The data on colonial dummies are
collected from the Quality of Government basic database (2015).
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The study also use income dummy to capture the impact of level of development on
innovation and economic growth. The developing economies dummy is equal to 1, if it falls
in developing countries category otherwise 0. Similarly, we have used regional dummy for
regions including East Asia and Pacific, Europe and Central Asia, Latin America and
Caribbean, Middle East and North Africa, North America, South Asia and Sub-Saharan
Africa. Regional dummy is equal to 1 if the country belong to East Asia and Pacific,2 if the
country belong to Europe and Central Asia, 3 if the country belong to Latin America and
Caribbean, 4 if the country belong to Middle East and North Africa, 5 if the country belong to
North America, 6 if the country belong to South Asia and 7 if the country belong to SubSaharan Africa.
4.4.7 Descriptive Statistics
Descriptive statistics gives information on mean, range and correlation between
variables. The results of descriptive statistics and spearman rank correlation coefficients are
given in Appendix 4: Descriptive Statistics. The result shows that in terms of average value
of GDP, developed countries perform better than developing countries. The results also
shows that developed countries formal as well as informal institutions index are perform
better than developing countries. Among the different regions, formal institution is the
highest in North American. So far the performance of sampled countries in the field of
innovation is concerned; developed countries perform better than developing countries. The
result also shows that innovative performance of North America is better than others.
The study concludes from the result of descriptive statistics that countries with strong
formal institutions experience higher economic growth supporting the stance that institutions
cause economic growth. In addition, countries with strong institution also experience low
level of corruption.
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4.4.8

Testing Robustness of Data for Economic Growth model augmented with
institutional variables
To check robustness of panel data of sample countries for estimation of growth model

, we use Country specific fixed effect, time fixed effect, system GMM(One step and Two
step) and Difference GMM(one step and Two step).
Caselli et al. (1996) pointed out that dynamic GMM perform better than any other
models because it is capable to handle unobservable heterogeneity of cross sections, omitted
variable bias, endogenity issue and measurement error. Using the robustness check, this study
examines which method give must suitable results. In the presence of persistence series,
Difference GMM may be subject to weak instruments bias (Blundell & Bond, 1998) while in
this case System GMM performs better as it reduces small sample bias (Caselli, Esquivel, &
Lefort, 1996).
Table 4-2 shows pooled OLS, Fixed effect, one step and two step System GMM
estimation results. For convergence impact, lagged income is used which show negative
effect on economic growth in all the methods used. Table 4-2shows that one step GMM result
are more efficient and the variables have expected sign in System GMM i.e population
growth has a positive sign in all other method except system GMM estimation results.
Moreover, system GMM shows significant positive effect of institutions and
innovation on economic growth with minimum standard error while difference GMM yield
insignificant results. As far population growth is concerned, it has significant negative effect
on economic growth while has positive effect in fixed effect and Difference GMM method.
All the models accept AR (1) test but reject AR (2) test which means that there is no
serial correlation at level. Hansen over identification test is however better for both
estimations as it is unable to reject the null hypothesis that instruments used in the
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estimations are exogenous as a group. Nevertheless, the Hansen/Sarganp-value indicates that
the test is weakened by high instrument count since moment conditions in system GMM is
twice as much as in difference GMM, hence the doubled number of instruments.
Most important finding is that the estimated coefficient of lagged dependent variable
using OLS is greater than the estimated coefficient using GMM while the estimated
coefficient using fixed effect is greater than the coefficient using GMM i.e OLS
estimate>GMM estimate >Fixed Effect Estimate(-0.0499***>-0.0433***>-0.203***). The
result support finding of Nickel (1991) and Bond et al (2001).
In short, two conclusions can be drawn. First, country fixed is present in the panel
data as the result of fixed effect, OLS and System GMM confirm to the prediction of Nickel
(1991) and Bond et al (2001).Second, difference GMM suffer measurement problem as it
overestimate the coefficient for lagged dependent variable. On the basis of this information,
System GMM would perform better than difference GMM since it produces better result and
so we use System GMM in estimating Economic growth and innovation models in chapter 5.
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Table 4-2: Robustness Test of Extended Technological Change Model
VARIABLES
GDPPC (-1)
Formal Institution Index
Articles Published
Physical Capital
Human Capital
Population Growth

Two
Step System
GMM
(4)
-0.0302
(0.0205)
0.0221**
(0.00959)
0.00577
(0.00409)
0.0455*
(0.0261)
0.0335
(0.0581)
-0.0286**
(0.0133)
0.226***
(0.0124)

1st Difference GMM

2nd Difference GMM

(2)
-0.203***
(0.0259)
0.0353***
(0.0126)
0.0375***
(0.0114)
0.0998***
(0.0337)
0.0147
(0.0867)
0.0264*
(0.0143)

One Step System
GMM
(3)
-0.0433***
(0.0134)
0.0126
(0.00961)
0.00844*
(0.00503)
0.0578***
(0.0178)
0.0759**
(0.0333)
-0.0167
(0.0107)
0.215***
(0.0444)

(5)
-0.144***
(0.0379)
1.90e-05
(0.0165)
0.0129
(0.00970)
0.193***
(0.0656)
0.514***
(0.110)
0.0116
(0.0239)
0.209***
(0.0580)

(6)
-0.117***
(0.0304)
0.00122
(0.00760)
0.0106
(0.00996)
0.151**
(0.0640)
0.502***
(0.0744)
0.0209
(0.0349)
0.221***
(0.0176)

0.989**
(0.385)
1,628
0.125
70

839

839

805

805

33

33

33

33

Pooled OLS

Fixed Effect(Within Group)

(1)
-0.0499***
(0.00976)
0.0258***
(0.00884)
0.0147**
(0.00576)
0.0262
(0.0202)
0.0828***
(0.0298)
-0.00494
(0.00741)

0.0419
(0.0790)
1,628
0.028
70

GDPPC growth(-1)
Constant
Observations
R-squared
Number of c_no

AR(1) p-value
0.000
0.001
0.000
0.001
AR(2) p-value
0.673
0.518
0.362
0.536
Sargan/Hansen p-value
0.177
1.000
0.002
1.000
Note: Dependent variable is GDPPC growth while lagged GDPPC is used as initial income. Standard errors are in parenthesis .All estimations include time dummies .AR(1) and AR(2) tests 1 st
order and 2nd order autocorrelation in the residual of differenced equations. Hansen P value is used for testing over identification of exogenous variables. ***, **,* denote significance levels at 1%,
5% and 10% respectively.
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CHAPTER 5.
5.1

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Introduction

Theoretical framework described in CHAPTER 3 argues that institutions affect
economic performance of the country through innovation. However the empirical literature
cited does not indicated the direction and mechanism of relationship between informal
institutions, innovation and economic growth. This provided motivation to investigate the
impact of institutions both formal and informal on innovation and hence growth which is the
objective of the present study. The study also examine whether the relationship changes with
the level of economic development of the countries under investigations. In addition to level
of development, the impact of institution on innovation and economic growth is examined at
regional level.
This chapter is divided in two sections. In Section 5.1, we estimate the impact of
institution on innovation while in Section 5-2; we have estimated the impact of institutions
and innovation on economic growth.

5.1

Impact of Institutions and Innovation
Extended theoretical framework described in chapter 3, argues that formal and

informal institutions impact economic growth through innovation. In this section the study
examine the impact of institutions on innovation for overall sample, at disaggregate level and
at regional level.
The results for full sample have been discussed in section 5.1.1. While in Section
5.1.2, we have examined the impact of informal institutions and formal institutions on
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innovation for developed and developing countries separately. In Section 5.1.3, Impact of
institutions on innovation is estimated for different regions of the world. .
5.1.1

Overall Sample of Countries
The estimated result of Table 5-1 shows that lagged of accumulated numbers of

Article published(proxy of innovation) has a positive effect on generation of new knowledge
supporting the Research and development growth model prediction that past discoveries help
in present discoveries (Romer, 1990). Endogenous technological change growth model
(Romer, 1990) indicates that research and development expenditure are positively related
with development of new ideas and technology. This study re-examined the claim of Romer
(1990) in various specification and shows that Expenditures on R&D as percentage of GDP
has significant positive effect in all the specification.
The coefficient of informal institutions and formal institutions shows significant
positive effects on innovation. The positive significant effect of informal institutions on
innovation implies that innovations increase at workplace where social values prevail i.e.
where norm of cooperation, respect, trust, mutual and honesty help prevails.
The coefficient of interaction is positive significant which implies that formal and
formal institutions are supplementary to each other i.e. informal institutions such honesty,
religiosity, values and culture support in strengthening formal institutions. The intuition
behind this result is that in countries where formal institutions are weak, innovative activities
in that country can be increased by strong informal institutions otherwise the social
networking would be used in favoritism, and violation of other people rights. Just like in job
market, social networking results in appointment of incompetent near and dears. This hint to
importance of moral value in society i.e in society where the people respect other people right
would never steal other people property without their permission. This implies that a society
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with high moral v8alues (developed informal institutions) would also be able to strengthen
formal institutions. This empirical conclusion supports our theoretical intuition i.e.
researchers in cooperative environment would be more productive. Moreover strong informal
institutions would be helpful in strengthen formal institutions.
Grossman &Helpman (1990) argued that international trade works as diffusion
mechanism of new ideas and technologies in the world. In view of the Grossman &Helpman
(1990) innovation based growth and technology diffusion theory, the study incorporated trade
openness as explanatory variable in innovation model. Trade openness indicators have
significant positive effect on innovation in full sample which confirm Grossman &Helpman
(1990) conclusion. The positive effect of trade openness indicator implies that trade
liberalization can be used as mechanism of diffusion of technology in the world.
The coefficient of internet user shows positive effect on innovation which implies that
with the development of information technology sector, now researchers can easily share
their problem and through mutual cooperation find the solution of problems aroused at
workplace. Also positive coefficient of internet user implies that with development of
plagiarism software, it is not possible to copy someone work and therefore inventor could
protect their rights. Also due to internet, markets for sale of ideas extended as everyone has to
pay for new ideas by paying subscription charges which increase reward to the owner of the
idea.
The study includes ethnicity as dummy variable. The result reported in, shows
significant negative effect of ethnicity on innovation performance which implies that
countries with ethnic diversity have dismal performance in generation of ideas.
Religions dummies are used in different specification with view to examine whether
religions (which are supposed to have positive effect on values, norms and ethic) have any
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significant effect on innovation. The result in specification (8) shows negative effect of
Muslim dummy while Catholic dummy shows significant positive effect on innovation.
The overall conclusion is that informal institutions, formal institutions, Research and
development expenditure, Internet usage, and trade liberalization have positive effect on
innovation. Moreover formal and informal institutions are found supplementary to each other.
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Table 5-1: Impact of institutions on innovation using System GMM(Overall Sample of Countries)
Articles published (-1)
R&D Expenditures
Formal institutions Index
Informal Institutions Index
Formal*Informal institutions

(1)
0.816***
(0.020)
0.240***
(0.030)

(2)
0.722***
(0.022)
0.208***
(0.026)
0.174***
(0.024)

(3)
0.790***
(0.019)
0.291***
(0.032)

(4)
0.808***
(0.022)
0.262***
(0.032)

(5)
0.836***
(0.018)
0.222***
(0.028)

(6)
0.766***
(0.019)
0.240***
(0.026)

(7)
0.784***
(0.022)
0.237***
(0.032)

(8)
0.738***
(0.023)
0.279***
(0.029)

(9)
0.776***
(0.021)
0.288***
(0.031)

0.403***
(0.086)
0.030***
(0.008)

Trade Openness

0.137***
(0.046)

Internet users

0.090***
(0.013)

Ethnic fractionalization

-0.580***
(0.187)

Muslims

-0.007***
(0.001)

Catholic

0.005***
(0.001)
Constant
0.946***
0.437***
0.454***
0.722***
0.925***
0.322***
1.284***
1.386***
0.951***
(0.102)
(0.106)
(0.136)
(0.096)
(0.099)
(0.118)
(0.140)
(0.121)
(0.100)
Observations
706
681
590
576
706
706
638
706
706
Number of c_no
66
64
52
51
66
66
66
66
66
No. of instruments
75.000
104.000
104.000
104.000
104.000
104.000
77.000
89.000
89.000
AR1 p-value
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
AR2 p-value
0.397
0.428
0.267
0.948
0.395
0.503
0.390
0.395
0.381
Sargan p-value
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
01000
Note: Dependent variable is accumulated numbers of Articles published. All specifications include time dummies. AR(1) and AR(2) are test of the 1 st and 2nd order autocorrelation in
the residual of difference equation respectively. Sargen P-value test over-identification of exogenous variable. Robust standard error are in parentheses *, **, *** denote significance at
10%,5%,1% level respectively.
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5.1.2 Stages of Development
In this section, the impact of formal and informal institutions on innovation is
examined in case of both developed and developing countries. The objective is to examine
the hypothesis that in those countries where formal institutions such are strong would
encourage innovation. Informal institutions are expected to have significant effect on
innovation in those countries where dense social networking prevails. System GMM are used
to estimate the impact of institutions on innovation performance of both developed and
developing countries and the estimation results are given in Table 5-2 and Table 5-3.
Lagged of accumulated Article published shows positive significant on innovation
which implies that past innovation have significant positive effect on current innovation. In
base line specification, RD expenditures and past innovation shows positive significant effect
on current innovation supporting RD growth models (Romer, 1990; Hall and Jone, 1991).
The coefficient of informal institutions is positive significant which implies that
innovations increase at workplace where social values prevail. The coefficient of formal
institutions is positive significant which means that strong formal institution create an
incentive to innovate more. The empirical result concerning formal institution effect on
innovation also support our theoretical intuitions i.e. formal institution protect copy right of
researchers and so the existence of strong formal institutions help in generation of new ideas
and knowledge.
The coefficient of the interaction term is positive significant which implies that
informal institutions support formal institutions in affecting innovation performance of both
developed and developing countries. But the results show that strength of correlation between
the institutions of developing countries is more significant as compared to developed
countries. This last result hint to capitalist nature of developed countries where informal
networking are lacking .This result support Putnam(1990) finding that due to individualistic
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nature of people living in developed countries, they lack social networking. This hints to
interesting point that in order to increase innovative activities, countries of the world should
seek collaboration with other countries in order to benefit from the ideas and knowledge of
each other.
The study used trade openness indicator to investigate the impact of trade
liberalization on innovation performance of the sampled countries. The estimated result
shows that trade liberalization has positive significant effect on innovation performance of
both developed and developing countries thereby supporting Grossman and helpman(1990)
notion that international trade work as mechanism of diffusions of technology across the
trading countries. The important point is that developing countries are at a more
advantageous position as compared to developed countries (as is evident from the coefficient
of trade openness indicator). It may be due to the reason that developing countries may be
benefiting from imitation and learning by doing process.
The study uses internet user in order to know effect of the development information
technology sector on innovation performance of the countries of world. The results show that
internet has more significant positive effect on innovation performance of developing as
compared to developed countries. The reason may be that due to development Information
Technology Sector, researchers of developing countries are able to easily access the
knowledge of developed countries in terms of research papers, books and databases and
Videos lectures. Also it may be the reason that researcher and worker could easily share
problems on Skype, face book, messengers and other possible sources of contact. The result
support Lundvall (1992) who found that innovation is the result of development information
of technology that helped production, diffusions and use of economically useful knowledge.
The study also includes Religions dummies and the result shows negative significant
effect of Muslim dummy on innovation while catholic dummy shows positive significant on
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innovation performance of developed countries. The result shows that catholic are more
cooperating in sharing of knowledge as compared to other religions. The study also includes
ethnicity as dummy variable and the result shows negative significant effect on innovation
performance of both developed and underdeveloped. This shows that workers in workplace
with different ethnic background are not cooperative in sharing of knowledge and ideas.
The overall conclusion is that informal institutions, formal institutions, Research and
development expenditure, Internet usage, and trade liberalization have positive effect on
innovation. Catholic dummy shows positive effect on innovation while Muslim dummy
shows negative effect on innovation.
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Table 5-2: Impact of institutions on innovation using System GMM (Developed Countries)
Articles published (-1)
R&D Expenditures
Formal institutions Index
Informal Institutions Index
Formal*Informal institutions

(1)
0.930***
(0.020)
0.112***
(0.032)

(2)
0.900***
(0.019)
0.092***
(0.027)
0.257***
(0.019)

(3)
0.865***
(0.010)
0.135***
(0.015)

(4)
0.898***
(0.011)
0.132***
(0.015)

(5)
0.878***
(0.020)
0.153***
(0.031)

(6)
0.900***
(0.018)
0.106***
(0.027)

(7)
0.834***
(0.025)
0.136***
(0.037)

(8)
0.892***
(0.020)
0.135***
(0.031)

(9)
0.929***
(0.020)
0.110***
(0.031)

0.427***
(0.058)
0.016***
(0.005)

Trade Openness

0.081***
(0.029)

Internet users

0.041***
(0.012)

Ethnic fractionalization

-0.776***
(0.200)

Muslims

-0.003***
(0.001)

Catholics

0.003***
(0.001)
Constant
0.362***
0.186*
0.048
0.406***
0.665***
0.119
1.082***
0.577***
0.253**
(0.105)
(0.109)
(0.080)
(0.048)
(0.105)
(0.117)
(0.153)
(0.109)
(0.108)
Observations
623
611
1,047
988
681
571
604
623
623
Number of c_no
53
52
45
45
54
51
54
53
53
No. of instruments
75.000
104.000
231.000
213.000
104.000
105.000
77.000
89.000
89.000
AR1 p-value
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
AR2 p-value
0.197
0.970
0.207
0.940
0.097
0.966
0.093
0.196
0.197
Sargan p-value
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
Note: Dependent variable is accumulated numbers of Articles published. All specifications include time dummies. AR(1) and AR(2) are test of the 1st and 2nd order autocorrelation
in the residual of difference equation respectively. Sargen P-value test over-identification of exogenous variable. Robust standard error are in parentheses *, **, *** denote significance
at 10%,5%,1% level respectively.
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Table 5-3 Impact Institutions on Innovation using System GMM (Developing Countries)
Articles published (-1)
R&D Expenditures
Formal institutions Index
Informal Institutions Index
Formal*Informal institutions

(1)
0.594***
(0.053)
0.154***
(0.058)

(2)
0.613***
(0.050)
0.113**
(0.050)
0.182*
(0.105)

(3)
0.888***
(0.028)
0.200***
(0.033)

(4)
0.897***
(0.030)
0.096***
(0.036)

(5)
0.628***
(0.048)
0.095*
(0.049)

(6)
0.559***
(0.057)
0.124**
(0.057)

(7)
0.850***
(0.028)
0.105***
(0.027)

(8)
0.657***
(0.049)
0.093*
(0.055)

(9)
0.640***
(0.046)
0.091*
(0.047)

0.892***
(0.331)
0.076**
(0.031)

Trade Openness

0.241**
(0.102)

Ethnic Fractionalization

-0.734***
(0.272)

Muslims

0.000
(0.001)

Catholics

0.001
(0.001)

Internet Users

0.104**
(0.043)
Constant
1.368***
0.459
-0.739
-0.116
1.369***
1.725***
0.533***
1.089***
0.332
(0.198)
(0.463)
(0.519)
(0.213)
(0.211)
(0.287)
(0.090)
(0.180)
(0.355)
Observations
83
70
192
140
83
79
179
83
83
Number of c_no
13
12
10
7
13
13
13
13
13
No. of instruments
68.000
70.000
190.000
140.000
83.000
74.000
163.000
79.000
83.000
AR1 p-value
0.000
0.000
0.009
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.001
0.001
AR2 p-value
0.276
0.433
0.869
0.952
0.227
0.264
0.361
0.254
0.294
Sargan p-value
0.978
0.641
1.000
1.000
0.232
0.453
1.000
0.873
1.000
Note: Dependent variable is accumulated numbers of Articles published. All specifications include time dummies. AR(1) and AR(2) are test of the 1 st and 2nd order autocorrelation in the
residual of difference equation respectively. Sargen P-value test over-identification of exogenous variable. Robust standard error are in parentheses *, **, *** denote significance at
10%,5%,1% level respectively.
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5.1.3 Regional Analysis
In this section the study discuss the impact of institutions on innovation in regional
context. Owing to the diversity of formal and informal institutions in this region and due to
missing data on institutional variables, impact of formal and informal institutions on
innovation is estimated for two regions: 1) East Asia and Pacific Region 2) Latin America
and Caribbean System GMM method.
The result of system GMM shows that research and development expenditure are
positively related with development of new ideas and technology. This study re -examine the
claim of Romer (1990) in various specification which shows that Expenditures on R&D as
percentage of GDP has positive and significant effect in all the specification.
Grossman &Helpman (1990) argue that international trade work as mechanism of
diffusion of technology among trading countries. Trade openness indicator shows significant
positive effect on innovation in both Regions which confirm Grossman &Helpman (1990)
conclusion. The positive effect of trade openness indicator implies that trade liberalization
work as mechanism of diffusion of technology in the world. RD expenditures and past
innovation shows significant positive effects on current innovation thereby supporting RD
growth models (Romer, 1990; Hall and Jone, 1991). The present study also examine the
individual effect of formal and informal institutions and the result shows that both formal and
informal institutions individual effect is positive significant. The interaction term is positive
significant which implies that both institutions are supplementary to each other.
The result of internet user show positive insignificant effect on innovation. This
implies that with revolution in Information technology sector, social networks increased
around the global. This development helped workers/researchers in contacting one other on
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face book, share knowledge through Skype or watching educational video of reputed
universities teachers ( i.e. Videos available at MIT website and so many other Universities).
The latter enable researcher to publish more article and so internet facility is considered an
important determinant of innovation. The study also included religious dummies and the
result shows catholic and Muslim dummies have significant negative effect on innovation in
Latin American and Caribbean regions. The estimated result also shows significant negative
effect of ethnicity on innovation performance in both regions.
The overall conclusion is that formal institutions, informal institutions past
discoveries, and Research and development expenditure have positive effect on innovation.
The result also indicates that informal institutions are supplementary to formal institutions
countries of East and Asia region and Latin America and Caribbean region.
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Table 5-4: Impact Of formal and informal Institutions on Innovation: System GMM(East Asia and Pacific Region)
Article Published (-1)
RD Expenditures

(1)
0.855***
(0.030)
0.194***
(0.050)

Formal Institutions Index

(2)
0.650***
(0.047)
0.265***
(0.049)
0.311***
(0.056)

Informal Institutions Index

(3)
0.881***
(0.026)
0.129***
(0.037)

(4)
0.765***
(0.019)
0.268***
(0.030)

(5)
0.905***
(0.014)
0.125***
(0.024)

(6)
0.791***
(0.034)
0.147***
(0.051)

(7)
0.820***
(0.033)
0.389***
(0.095)

(8)
0.857***
(0.031)
0.196***
(0.050)

0.778*
(0.435)

Formal*Informal institution

0.041***
(0.007)

Trade Openness

0.102***
(0.026)

Internet Users

0.190***
(0.051)

Ethnic Fractionalization

-0.723**
(0.316)

Muslims

0.001
(0.003)

Catholic

Constant
Observations
Number of c_no
No. of instruments
AR1 p-value
AR2 p-value
Sargan p-value

(9)
0.711***
(0.041)
0.341***
(0.056)

0.017***
(0.004)
0.772***
(0.159)
65
7
65.000
0.571
0.316
1.000

-0.054
(0.212)
65
7
65.000
0.625
0.158
1.000

-0.630
(0.656)
145
8
145.000
0.161
0.535
1.000

0.841***
(0.088)
576
51
104.000
0.000
0.934
1.000

5.1.3.1.1.1
0.647***
-0.807*
(0.078)
(0.452)
135
65
8
7
135.000
65.000
0.082
0.708
0.751
0.194
1.000
1.000

0.740***
(0.178)
56
7
56.000
0.000
0.357
1.000

0.758***
(0.170)
65
7
65.000
0.585
0.306
1.000

1.323***
(0.190)
65
7
65.000
0.489
0.289
1.000

Note: Dependent variable is accumulated numbers of Articles published. All specifications include time dummies. AR(1) and AR(2) are test of the 1st and 2nd order autocorrelation in the residual of difference
equation respectively. Sargen P-value test over-identification of exogenous variable. Robust standard error are in parentheses *, **, *** denote significance at 10%,5%,1% level respectively.
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Table 5-5: Impact of institutions on innovation using System GMM(Latin American and Caribbean Regions)
Articles Published (-1)
RD Expenditures
Formal Institutions Index
Informal Institutions Index

(1)
0.721***
(0.033)
0.123***
(0.033)

(2)
0.759***
(0.027)
0.074**
(0.032)
0.129***
(0.040)

(3)
0.936***
(0.015)
0.122***
(0.027)

(4)
0.920***
(0.020)
0.076**
(0.031)

(5)
0.889***
(0.018)
0.109***
(0.019)

(7)
0.815***
(0.032)
0.069*
(0.037)

(8)
0.846***
(0.020)
0.127***
(0.021)

(9)
0.741***
(0.028)
0.112***
(0.028)

-10
0.832***
(0.020)
0.141***
(0.021)

0.612***
(0.165)

Formal* Informal Institutions

0.079***
(0.021)

Trade openness

0.074*
(0.042)

Internet users

0.027**
(0.013)

Ethnic Fractionalization

-0.452***
(0.146)

Muslims

-0.026**
(0.013)

catholic

-0.005***
(0.001)
Constant
1.053***
0.231
-0.536**
-0.200
0.543***
0.424***
0.800***
1.006***
1.093***
(0.134)
(0.224)
(0.257)
(0.146)
(0.086)
(0.130)
(0.102)
(0.115)
(0.130)
Observations
140
140
199
277
304
362
332
124
341
Number of c_no
17
17
11
10
17
17
17
16
17
No. of instruments
75.000
102.000
195.000
218.000
219.000
158.000
185.000
89.000
197.000
AR1 p-value
0.002
0.002
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.003
0.000
AR2 p-value
0.845
0.970
0.837
0.428
0.275
0.552
0.398
0.995
0.399
Sargan p-value
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
Note: Dependent variable is accumulated numbers of Articles published. All specifications include time dummies. AR(1) and AR(2) are test of the 1 st and 2nd order
autocorrelation in the residual of difference equation respectively. Sargen P-value test over-identification of exogenous variable. Robust standard error are in parentheses
*, **, *** denote significance at 10%,5%,1% level respectively.
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5.2

Impact of Institutions and innovation on Economic Growth

The study use system GMM to estimate the extended Technological change model for
overall sample, for sample of developed and developing countries and for sample of different
regions. The results of estimated growth model in case of overall sample is given in Section
5.2.1, for sample of a countries at different stages of development is given in Section 5.2.2
and the result for regional sample is given in Section 5.2.3. Initial level of income (Lagged
real GDP) is used to test convergence Hypothesis. Lagged real GDP growth rate is used to
examine path dependency in extended growth model. Detail is given in each section.
5.2.1

Overall Sample of Countries
Using system GMM, the study treat lagged dependent variable as predetermined

variable while institutions and lagged GDP growth are assumed to be endogenous. To check
endogeneity, the study use various lagged dependent variable as instrument following
Blundell and Bond (1998) as well as of other regressor used in estimation of growth model.
The present study use one step GMM as indicated by the robustness test given in chapter.
The estimates show positive impact of institutions both formal and informal
institutions on economic growth in all specifications, implying that institutions are growth
enhancing. Different specifications show that institutions have positive significant effect on
economic growth at 1 percent level, 5 percent and percent level of significance. The results
support the arguments put forth by North (1991), leading figure of institutional school who
viewed informal institutions to be more important than formal institutions. According to
North, although in most of the western world-life is ordered by formal institutions yet formal
institutions, even in the most developed countries constitute a small portion of their total
constraint (North, 1990: P-36). The result of the study supports the North‟s view of
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pervasiveness of informal institutions in the world and their differential performance across
the world. According to Acemoglu et al. (2008) good institutions enhance the ability of a
country to use modern technologies which in turn increase economic growth.
The result of the study also shows that informal institutions are supplementary

to

formal institutions as is shows by significant positive coefficient of interaction term (scalar
product of formal and informal institutions indexes). It is evident from the result informal
institutions support formal institutions in accelerating the pace of economic growth. This
result support Evans-Pritchard view point that informal institutions are found to have
significant role in stability of western societies (in terms of maintain peace and forestalling
violence) where formal institutions were in abundant to control violence (Bates, 1987, p.8).
The estimates show positive significant impact of innovation (patented granted as
measure of innovation) on economic growth in all specifications, implying that innovation
lead to economic growth. Different specifications show that innovation has positive
significant effect on economic growth at 1 percent level, 5 percent and percent level of
significance. The results support the objective of the current study.
Endogenous growth theories emphasize the role of human capital in explaining crosscountry growth differences (Uzawa, 1965; Romer, 1990; Becker, 2009). The significant
positive effect of human capital (average year of schooling) on economic growth in all the
specifications provides strong evidence that higher human capital inputs produces higher
level of national income. This result confirms the human capital theory that human capital is
one of important determinant of economic growth.
Endogenous growth models suggest that output and ratio of physical capital to GDP
tend to move together (Barro & Sala-I-Martin, 1992; Rebelo, 1992). Table 5-6 shows
significant positive impact of Physical capital on economic growth in all specification at 1%,
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5% and 10% level of significance. Most of the coefficients are significant at 1 percent while
some of the coefficients are at 5%level of significance.
The coefficient of corruption index in various specification shows negative significant
effect on economic growth which means that corruption discourages productive activities in
full sampled countries.
The study also investigated the impact of trade liberalization on economic growth of
sampled countries. Specification (4) of Table 5-6 shows positive significant effect of trade
liberalization on economic growth which supports the hypothesis that international trade
work as engine of economic growth.
The study also used latitude settler mortality rate and colonization to examine the
effect of role of geography, diseases and the effect of existing institutions of the ruling
countries on economic growth of sampled countries. The results suggest that colonization,
settler morality and show negative significant effect on economic growth. The significant
positive effect of geography, measured with latitude, supporting Braudel (1972, 1981-84),
McNeill (1963, 1974), Jones (1981) and Alfred Crosby (1986) who view geography and
climate of Europe as most important factors of economic development. The results also
support the investment project between Pakistan and China.
As far the empirical performance of the system GMM is concerned in estimating the
growth equation in the study, it is robust to different specification. The test of 1st order serial
correlation AR (1) is rejected in all specification. Similarly there is no problem of 2nd order
serial order correlation. Sargen test for over-identification indicate the null of exogenous is
accepted with p value greater than 5 percent.
Overall conclusion is that formal as well as informal institutions are important factors
of economic growth in the selected sample of countries. Also formal and informal institutions
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are found to be supplementary in affecting economic growth i.e. informal institutions are
support formal institutions in affecting economic development. Moreover Corruption shows
negative significant effect on economic growth which implies that Corruption is not good for
Growth. However international trade is found to have significant positive impact on
economic growth.
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Table 5-6: Impact of institutions on Economic Growth Using System GMM: Dependent Variable is GDP per Capita Growth (Full Sample)

Real GDP Growth(-1)
Real GDP (-1)
Patent
Human Capital
Formal Institutions Index

(1)
0.669***
(0.0146)
-0.0201***
(0.00189)
0.0327***
(0.00394)
0.0500**
(0.0236)
0.0763**
(0.0319)

Informal Institutions Index

(2)
0.680***
(0.0177)
-0.0275***
(0.00259)
0.0294***
(0.00442)
0.0734***
(0.0239)

(3)
0.695***
(0.0162)
-0.0230***
(0.00230)
0.0406***
(0.00546)
0.161***
(0.0294)

(4)
0.706***
(0.0150)
-0.0122***
(0.00138)
0.0132***
(0.00307)
0.0543***
(0.0160)

(5)
0.672***
(0.0140)
-0.0174***
(0.00183)
0.0390***
(0.00485)
0.0881***
(0.0154)

(6)
0.685***
(0.0141)
-0.0205***
(0.00204)
0.0526***
(0.00543)
0.0555***
(0.0153)

(7)
0.653***
(0.0165)
-0.0317***
(0.00209)
0.0306***
(0.00557)
0.130***
(0.0182)

0.176***
(0.0503)

Formal*Informal Institutions

0.0103**
(0.00521)

Trade Openness

0.0188***
(0.00674)

Corruption Index

-0.0604***
(0.0196)

colonization

-0.00955*
(0.00554)

Settle Mortality

-0.0610***
(0.00719)

latitude
Observations
Number of c_no
No. of instruments
AR1 p-value
AR2 p-value
Sargan p-value

(8)
0.678***
(0.0138)
-0.0250***
(0.00177)
0.0380***
(0.00485)
0.127***
(0.0172)

1,014
61
247.000
0.000
0.943
1.000

733
43
269.000
0.000
0.177
1.000

820
44
244.000
0.000
0.199
1.000

1,035
62
270.000
0.000
0.362
1.000

1,197
64
244.000
0.000
0.482
1.000

1,231
61
239.000
0.000
0.635
1.000

1,047
51
239.000
0.000
0.481
1.000

0.0402***
(0.00771)
1,292
64
239
0.000
0.651
1.000

Note: Dependent variable is Real GDP growth while lagged Real GDP is used as initial income. Standard errors are in parenthesis .All estimations include time dummies .AR (1) and AR (2) is test at 1st order and
2nd order autocorrelation in the residual of differenced equations. Sargen P value is used for testing over identification of exogenous variables. ***, **,* denote significance levels at 1%,5% and 10% respectively.
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5.2.2 Stages of Development
In this section, the impact of institutions and innovation on Economic growth is
examined for developing and developed countries and the estimated result of system GMM
are given in Table 5-2 and Table 5-3 respectively. The objective is to examine whether due to
diversities in institutions in developed and developing countries, their Economic performance
also differ.
The estimation result of system GMM shows that Lagged real GDP has negative
impact on real GDP growth and thereby confirming convergence hypothesis (See Table 5-7
and Table 5-3). It is clear from the tables that numerical value of the coefficient of lagged real
GDP of developed countries is greater than its counterpart of developing countries which
means developed economies reach their steady state faster than developing countries. Lagged
dependent variable shows positive significant effect on current economic growth which
support path dependency of economic growth i.e countries with higher economic growth in
past also experience higher economic growth at present.
Formal institutions as well as informal institutions show positive significant effect on
economic growth in all specification. The coefficient of interaction term is negative
significant in case of developing countries while positive significant in case of developed
countries which imply that both institutions support each other in affecting growth
performance in developed countries while developing countries informal institutions have
weaken formal institutions . We can conclude that informal institutions (informal networking)
weaken formal institutions as strong informal relation lead favoritism and nepotism that result
in misallocation of resources in developing countries. The last result supports actual
circumstances prevailing in developing countries such as Pakistan where reference is key to
accomplishment of one‟s end. The last result support Acemoglu et al (2001) which state that
institutions are the fundamental cause of economic growth.
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The estimated results of developed and developing countries show positive significant
impact of innovation (patented granted as measure of innovation) on economic growth in all
specifications, implying that innovation lead to economic growth. Different specifications
show that innovation has positive significant effect on economic growth at 1 percent level, 5
percent and percent level of significance. The results support the objective of the current
study. However, the result reveal that innovation has more significant positive effect on
economic growth in case of developed countries.
The result shows positive effect of human capital on economic growth supporting
human capital theory of economic growth. Corruptions index shows negative significant
effect on economic growth of developing countries and the coefficient is greater than
developed countries estimates which indicate that corruption is the main reason of
underdevelopment of developing countries.
The coefficient of trade openness shows significant positive effect on economic
growth supporting the hypothesis that international trade work as engine of economic growth.
However the coefficient of trade openness is smaller than developed countries coefficient of
the trade openness. This result implies that opening of market have not such significant effect
on economic growth of developing countries. This may be due to the reason that developing
countries are net importer especially of heavy machinery.
The study also uses settler mortality rate, colonization and latitude (as proxy of
geography) to capture the effect of diseases, existing institutions of the ruling countries and
geographic location on economic performance of sampled countries. The results suggest that
settler morality have negative insignificant effect on economic growth of sampled countries
where settlement for ruling countries ruler and soldier is difficult, those countries faced
extractive policies that resulted in underdevelopment of those countries. This result supports
Acemoglu (2001) claim of extractive policies of the ruling countries in their colonies. The
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coefficient of colonization shows negative significant effect on economic growth. The effects
of settler mortality is more significant in case of developing which implies that present day
developing countries remain underdeveloped because of extractive policies of colonizers.
So far the effect of geography is concerned, the coefficient of latitude indicate that
geographical location of developing countries have significant positive effect on their growth
performance which negate the argument put forward by Acemoglu et al(2001). But the result
supports the fact that countries with important geographical position enjoy benefit of
international trade and able to get foreign investment. The example of the importance of
geographical position is Pak-China Corridor between Pakistan and Chinese Government.
Pakistan enjoy a special geographical benefit as it is boarded by South Asia ,Central Asia
,China and the Arab world and connected with Persian Gulf and Indian Ocean.
As far the empirical performance of the system GMM is concerned, it is robust to
different specification. The test of 1st order serial correlation AR(1) is rejected in all
specification. Similarly there is no problem 2nd order serial order correlation. Sargan test for
over-identification indicates the null of exogenous is accepted with p value great than 0.05 in
most of specification.
Overall conclusion is that institutions both formal and informal have positive effect on
economic growth in case of both developed and developing countries; however developed
countries formal institutions are more effective in affecting growth performance. This is due
to the reason that formal institutions of developed countries are strong and informal
institutions support formal institutions in enforcement of rule and regulations as against the
situations in developing countries where informal institutions weaken formal institutions.
The effect of innovation is more significant in case of developed countries as compared to
developing countries. The reason is that in developed countries, innovators are paid reward
according to their contribution in the form of innovative ideas. Also as formal institutions of
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developed countries are stronger and facilitate innovators, therefore researchers and workers
always strive for new ideas. Moreover, in contrast to developing countries, both types of
institutions in developed countries are found to be supplementary to each other. Most
interesting, Corruption has more harmful effect on economic growth performance of
developing countries discourages economic growth. Also the result shows that trade openness
is more effective in accelerating economic growth process of developed countries.
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Table 5-7: Impact of institutions on Economic growth using System GMM: Dependent variable is GDP Per Capita Growth Rate (Developed Countries)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Real GDP Growth(-1)
0.630***
0.610***
0.598***
0.633***
0.634***
0.636***
0.621***
(0.0209)
(0.0285)
(0.0195)
(0.0189)
(0.0246)
(0.0190)
(0.0190)
Real GDP (-1)
-0.0180***
-0.0207***
-0.0223***
-0.0182***
-0.0204***
-0.0222***
-0.0240***
(0.00276)
(0.00372)
(0.00264)
(0.00265)
(0.00320)
(0.00284)
(0.00273)
Patent granted
0.00975
0.0175**
0.0119*
0.0194***
0.0207***
0.0290***
0.00419
(0.00789)
(0.00820)
(0.00657)
(0.00679)
(0.00750)
(0.00679)
(0.00838)
Human Capital
0.00511*
0.244***
0.0730*
0.160***
0.0834*
0.165***
0.198***
(0.0536)
(0.0644)
(0.0542)
(0.0504)
(0.0712)
(0.0563)
(0.0520)
Informal Institutions Index
0.209**
(0.0860)
Formal Institutions Index
0.111*
0.0194**
0.00755**
0.0126*
0.0212**
(0.0625)
(0.0595)
(0.0841)
(0.0656)
(0.0604)
Formal*Informal Institutions
0.0242**
(0.00979)
Trade Openness
0.111***
(0.0160)
Corruption Index
-0.0789**
(0.0305)
Settle Mortality
-0.0305**
(0.0122)
colonization
-0.00917
(0.00603)
latitude
-0.0647***
(0.0144)
Observations
498
288
614
620
386
603
620
Number of c_no
28
17
32
32
21
31
32
No. of instruments
266.000
235.000
290.000
286.000
263.000
264.000
264.00
AR1 p-value
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
AR2 p-value
0.496
0.298
0.186
0.164
0.399
0.221
0.342
Sargan p-value
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
Note: Dependent variable is GDP growth while lagged GDP is used as initial income. Standard errors are in parenthesis .All estimations include time dummies .AR (1) and AR (2) is test at 1st order and 2nd order
autocorrelation in the residual of differenced equations. Hansen P value is used for testing over identification of exogenous variables. ***, **,* denote significance levels at 1%,5% and 10% respectively
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Table 5-8: Impact of institutions on Economic growth using System GMM: Dependent variable is GDP Per Capita Growth Rate (Developing Countries)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Real GDP Growth(-1)
0.744***
1.718***
-0.448
0.716***
0.707***
0.649***
1.412***
1.738***
(0.116)
(0.0257)
(2.352)
(0.125)
(0.127)
(0.123)
(0.0304)
(0.0494)
Real GDP(-1)
-0.00505**
-0.0163***
-0.156
-0.00400**
-0.00273*
-0.00189
0.0119***
0.0376***
(0.00243)
(0.00347)
(0.169)
(0.00177)
(0.00157)
(0.00276)
(0.00193)
(0.00484)
Human Capital
0.0207*
0.0261**
0.529
0.0255*
0.0198
0.00842
0.0912***
0.437***
(0.0124)
(0.0104)
(0.617)
(0.0132)
(0.0176)
(0.0146)
(0.0154)
(0.0393)
Patent Granted
0.00285*
0.00446*
0.261**
0.00276*
0.00328*
0.00554*
0.0127***
0.0947***
(0.00263)
(0.00295)
(0.258)
(0.00267)
(0.00328)
(0.00323)
(0.00340)
(0.0359)
Formal Institution Index
0.0312**
0.0264**
(0.0290)
(0.0103)
Informal Institutions Index
0.269***
(0.0412)
Formal*Informal Institutions
-0.0893*
(0.118)
Trade Openness
0.00394*
(0.00539)
Corruption Index
-0.0941***
(0.0173)
colonization
-0.00332*
(0.00194)
Settle Mortality
-0.00248
(0.00415)
Latitude
0.0498***
(0.0134)
Observations
70
201
208
70
82
82
513
533
Number of c_no
21
15
14
21
24
24
30
32
No. of instruments
35.000
194.000
6.000
35.000
25.000
35.000
217.000
52.000
AR1 p-value
0.343
0.000
0.748
0.400
0.461
0.519
0.000
0.000
AR2 p-value
0.113
0.815
0.513
0.109
0.653
0.352
0.534
0.712
Sargan p-value
0.920
1.000
0.125
0.876
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
Note: Dependent variable is GDP growth while lagged GDP is used as initial income. Standard errors are in parenthesis .All estimations include time dummies .AR (1) and AR (2) is test at 1st order and 2nd order
autocorrelation in the residual of differenced equations. Hansen P value is used for testing over identification of exogenous variables. ***, **,* denote significance levels at 1%,5% and 10% respectively
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5.2.3 Regional Analysis
In this section the study discuss the impact of institutions and innovation on economic
growth in regional context. The objective is to examine the hypothesis that due to diversity of
institutional structure, these regions performance would be different in terms of Economic
growth. To capture the effect of these differences, we have separately undertaken regional
analysis of impact of institutions and innovation on economic growth using System GMM
only for two regions including East Asia &Pacific Region and Latin America and Caribbean.
The selection is based on the availability of data and diversity in institutional structures of
countries in these regions.
The estimation result shows that Lagged real GDP has negative impact on real GDP
growth and thereby confirming convergence hypothesis (See Table 5-9 and Table 5-10).
Formal institutions show significant positive effect on economic growth whereas the
coefficient of informal institutions is positive insignificant which implies that formal
institution are important determinant of economic growth in countries of East Asia & Pacific
Region (See Table 5-9). In contrast to the East Asia & Pacific Region, both formal and
informal institutions have positive significant effect on economic growth of countries of Latin
America and Caribbean region (See Table 5-10). The coefficient of interaction term is
positive insignificant which implies that both institutions are supplementary to each other in
affecting economic performance of both regions (Table 5-9 and Table 5-10).
Lagged dependent variable shows significant positive effect at current economic
growth in both the regions. The coefficient of Corruptions index is significant negative which
means that high corruption discourages productive activities in Latin America region(Table
5-10). But the coefficient of corruption shows positive significant effect on economic which
implies that corruption is good for economic growth East Asia and Pacific region. The result
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portrays the actual features of countries where formal institutions are weak and people often
bribe public official for their legal deeds. The support the finding of Leff(1964) and
Huntington(1968) i.e corruption impact economic growth via increase in efficiency in those
countries where bureaucracy is inefficient and constitute a barrier to investment. In both the
regions, trade liberalization has positive significant impact on economic growth performance
(Table 5-9 and Table 5-10) which support Helpman and Krugman(1985) and Gross and
Helpman(1985) .
The study also uses dummies of settler mortality rate, colonization and geography to
examine the effect of level of diseases, the effect of existing institutions of the ruling
countries and geographical location of the country on its economic performance. The
coefficient of colonization and settler mortality shows negative effect on economic growth
while geography shows positive effect on economic growth in Latin American Region

(

Gallup, Sachs, & Mellinger, 1988) .
Overall conclusion is that as compared to formal institutions of Latin America region,
formal institutions of East Asia and Pacific region

have significant positive effect on

economic growth while the informal institutions are not so important in determining
economic growth performance of the both the regions. Also institutions are found to be
supplementary to each other. The coefficient of Corruption index is negative significant
which means harmful for growth in Latin American region.
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Table 5-9: Impact of institutions on Economic Growth Using System GMM: Dependent Variable is GDP Growth (East Asia &Pacific Region1)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
Real GDP(-1)
0.603***
0.613***
0.619***
0.310***
0.607***
0.636***
0.552***
(0.0629)
(0.0651)
(0.0669)
(0.0718)
(0.0503)
(0.0557)
(0.0676)
Real GDP (-1)
-0.00191**
-0.00315*
-0.00160**
-0.00316***
-0.000851
-0.000531
-0.000684
(0.000952)
(0.00174)
(0.000753)
(0.00116)
(0.000565)
(0.000701)
(0.00114)
Formal Institutions Index
0.00919
0.0691**
-0.0132*
-0.00684
0.00302
(0.00924)
(0.0301)
(0.00774)
(0.00933)
(0.00954)
Patent granted
0.00281***
0.00385***
0.00271**
0.00297*
0.00248***
0.00257**
0.00355***
(0.00106)
(0.00144)
(0.00116)
(0.00178)
(0.000770)
(0.00125)
(0.00111)
Informal Institutions Index
0.0221
(0.0191)
Formal* Informal Institutions
0.000995
(0.00110)
Trade openness
0.0199*
(0.0103)
Corruption Index
0.0155***
(0.00472)
colonial
-0.000220*
(0.00116)
Settle Mortality
-0.00627*
(0.00345)
latitude
Observations
Number of c_no
No. of instruments
AR1 p-value
AR2 p-value
Sargan p-value

99
5
96.000
0.002
0.941
1.000

90
5
89.000
e(ar1p)
0.779
1.000

83
5
83.000
0.001
0.446
1.000

153
7
153.000
0.000
0.113
0.962

146
7
146.000
0.000
0.826
1.000

119
6
119.000
0.000
0.872
1.000

99
5
99.000
0.000
0.984
1.000

(8`)
0.676***
(0.0500)
-0.00455
(0.00424)
0.0219
(0.0590)
0.0126*
(0.00745)

0.0217*
(0.0123)
166
7
58.000
0.144
0.614
1.000

Note: Dependent variable is GDP growth while lagged GDPis used as initial income. Standard errors are in parenthesis .All estimations include time dummies .AR (1) and AR (2) is test at 1st order and
2nd order autocorrelation in the residual of differenced equations. Hansen P value is used for testing over identification of exogenous variables. ***, **,* denote significance levels at 1%,5% and 10%
respectively.
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Table 5-10: Impact of Institutions on Economic Growth using SYS GMM: Dependent variable is GDP per capita growth rate (Latin America & Caribbean Region)
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
(8)
Real GDP growth(-1)
0.482***
0.469***
0.472***
0.487***
0.475***
0.483***
0.480***
0.411***
(0.0220)
(0.0299)
(0.0306)
(0.0210)
(0.0225)
(0.0222)
(0.0221)
(0.0270)
Real GDP(-1)
-0.0117***
-0.0167***
-0.00997***
-0.0101***
-0.00390*
-0.0140***
-0.0110***
-0.0404***
(0.00276)
(0.00431)
(0.00373)
(0.00210)
(0.00204)
(0.00344)
(0.00271)
(0.00658)
Formal Institution index
0.0769**
0.109***
0.0999**
0.207***
(0.0365)
(0.0416)
(0.0408)
(0.0596)
Patent Granted
0.0179***
0.0142*
0.0189**
0.0171***
0.0156***
0.0170***
0.0172***
0.0445***
(0.00472)
(0.00749)
(0.00765)
(0.00414)
(0.00457)
(0.00492)
(0.00469)
(0.0169)
Informal institution Index
0.660**
(0.255)
0.00827
Formal * Informal Institutions
(0.00960)
Trade openness
0.0201**
(0.00975)
Corruption Index
-0.0631**
(0.0315)
colonization
0.00853
(0.00623)
Settle Mortality
-0.0124
(0.00909)
latitude
-0.180***
(0.0610)
Observations
428
225
216
481
428
424
428
450
Number of c_no
20
12
12
21
20
20
20
21
No. of instruments
110.000
100.000
93.000
187.000
159.000
138.000
165.000
58.000
AR1 p-value
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
AR2 p-value
0.916
0.996
0.958
0.862
0.904
0.944
0.911
0.848
Sargan p-value
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
1.000
Note: Dependent variable is GDP growth while lagged GDPis used as initial income. Standard errors are in parenthesis .All estimations include time dummies .AR (1) and AR (2) is test at 1 st order and
2nd order autocorrelation in the residual of differenced equations. Hansen P value is used for testing over identification of exogenous variables. ***, **,* denote significance levels at 1%,5% and 10%
respectively.
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5.3 Conclusion

In Section 5.1, the study analyzed the impact of institutions, both formal and informal, on
innovation performance of full sample and disaggregate sample. The study finds positive
significant effect of informal institutions, formal institutions; Research and development
expenditure, Internet usage, and trade liberalization on innovation. Moreover formal and
informal institutions are found supplementary to each other in all the cases. Morever, formal
institution of developed countries are found more effective in affecting innovation as compared
to formal institutions of developing countries. However, informal institutions of developing
countries are found more effective as compared to informal institutions of developed countries.
Section 5.2 present the estimation results of economic growth model at aggregate and at
disaggregate level. The results indicate that both formal and informal institutions have a positive
significant effect on economic growth. Moreover Formal institutions are found to be more
effective in the presence of informal institutions i.e institutions are supplementary to each other
except in developing countries. Also trade liberalization is found to have significant positive
impact on economic growth while corruption index shows significant negative impact on
economic growth. The effect of innovation has more significant positive effect on economic
growth in developed countries as compared to its effect in case of developing countries.
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CHAPTER 6.

CONCLUSIONS
RECOMMENDATIONS

6.1

AND

POLICY

Conclusion

The debate on determinants of economic growth focused on institutions as fundamental
cause of growth difference across the countries of the world. The present study finds formal
institutions to be main factor of innovation and economic growth supporting institutional
economist. The study also finds informal institutions to have significant impact on innovation
and economic growth performance of overall sample and disaggregate sample. Also formal
institutions of developed countries are found more effective in affecting growth performance as
compared to formal institutions of developing countries. Informal institutions are found to be
supplementary to formal institutions which confirm the view of North (1991) and Putnam
(1993) i.e informal institutions strengthen formal institutions of developed countries. However in
case of developing countries, formal institutions are found weak due to strong informal
institutions. Trade liberalization is found to be most important factor of innovation and economic
growth thereby justifying Grossman and Helpman and Krugman (1990). Similarly revolution in
Information technology sector is found to have significant positive effect on diffusion of
knowledge across the countries of the world.

6.2 Policy Implications

The following policy suggestion are prescribed on
1. Institutions being supplementary to each other on their impact on innovation and
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economic growth; focus may be placed on informal institutions as they would strengthen
formal institutions.
2. Attentions should be given to Informal institutions to improve innovative performance in
the world.
3. Focus should be given to strengthen formal institutions as it would help in generation of
new ideas and knowledge.
4. Countries of the world should open their economies to free movements of goods and
service to accelerate innovation and growth performance of the world as whole.
5. Corruption is main hurdle in the way to progress which discourages private investors in
undertaking investment projects in developing countries. Focus should be given to social
values to strengthen formal institutions to stop corruption in developing countries.
6. In order to accelerate innovative performance, government around the world may
enhance sharing of knowledge (i.e access to libraries and databases) and infrastructure
(research Labs). Internet will further facilities knowledge sharing.

6.3 Future areas of research

The empirical study can be extended by taking the micro level study at organization
level to highlight the importance of knowledge sharing and its impact on innovation.
The study can be extended by taking individual measures of formal and informal
institutions to examine their effect on innovation and economic growth.
The present study can be extended by examining the effects of institutions on
innovation at a more disaggregate level; that is, for each level of income.
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APPENDIX1: LIST OF VARIABLES
Income Group
Region
Real GDP
Article

RD Expenditures
Openness
Human Capital
Physical Capital
Education Expenditures
Internet user
Corruption Index
Gini
Family Importance
Trust
Happiness
Friendship Importance
Informal Institution Index
Government Stability

Socio-economic
Conditions
Investment Profile

LowIncome-1,Lower midddleIncome-2,HighIncome nonOECD-3 HighIncomOECD4,Upper Income Group
Region1, Region 2 ,Region3, Region4, Region5, Region6, Region7
GDP per capita (current US$)
Scientific and technical journal articles. Number of scientific and engineering articles published in the
following fields: physics, biology, chemistry, mathematics, clinical medicine, biomedical research, engineering
and technology, and earth and space sciences, per million people.
R&D expenditures as a percentage of GDP.
Openness Indicator. (Import + Export)/GDP.
Mean years of schooling. Average number of years of school completed in population over 14.
Investment as share of Real GDP
Public Expenditure on Education. Current and capital public expenditure on education
Internet users per 1000 people. People with access to the worldwide web network divided by the total amount
of population.
Corruption Perception Index. Transparency International Index, ranging from 0 (High Corruption) to 10
(Low Corruption)
Gini Index
Family important in life. Index ranging from 3 (very important) to 0 (not import
Most people can be trusted. Percentage of respondents who "agree" with this statement
Feeling of Happiness. Index ranging from 3 (very happy) to 0 (not happy).
Friends important in life. Index ranging from 3 (very important) to 0 (not important)
Informal institutions Index is the average value of Trust ,Happiness and school friendship variables
A measure of both of the government‟s ability to carry out its declared program(s), and its ability to stay in
office. The risk rating assigned is the sum of three subcomponents: Government Unity, Legislative Strength,
and Popular Support.
A measure of the socioeconomic pressures at work in society that could constrain government action or fuel
social dissatisfaction. The risk rating assigned is the sum of three subcomponents: Unemployment, Consumer
Confidence, and Poverty.
A measure of the factors affecting the risk to investment that are not covered by other political, economic and
financial risk components. The risk rating assigned is the sum of three subcomponents: Contract
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Data Sources
WDI
World Bank; National
Science
Foundation,UNESCO
OECD
UNCTAD
Barro and Lee (2001);
World Bank
World Bank
UNESCO
World Bank
Transparency
International
CANA
World Values Survey
World Values Survey
World Values Survey
World Values Survey
Author own calculation
ICRG

ICRG

ICRG

Corruption

Law and order

Ethnic Tensions

Democratic Accountability

Bureaucracy Quality

formal institution
Setter Mortality

Ethnic Fractionalization

Linguistic Fractionalization

Viability/Expropriation, Profits Repatriation, and Payment Delays.
A measure of corruption within the political system that is threat to foreign investment by distorting the
economic and financial environment,reducing the efficacy of government and business by enabling people to
assume position of power through patronage rather than ability , and introducing inherent instabilityinto the
political process.
Two measures comprising one risk component. Each sub-component equals half of the total. The "law" subcomponent assesses the strength and impartiality of the legal system, and the "order" sub-component assesses
popular observance of the law.
A measure of the degree of tension attributable to racial, national, or language divisions. Lower ratings (higher
risk) are given to countries where tensions are high because opposing groups are intolerant and unwilling to
compromise.
A measureof, not just whether there are free and fair election, but how responsive governmentis to its people.
The less responsive it is , the more likely it will fall. Even democratically elected governmentcan delude
themselves into thinking they know what is best for the people, regardless of clear indication to the contrary
from the people.
Institutional strength and quality of the bureaucracy is a shock absorber that tends to minimize revisions of
policy when governments change. In low-risk countries, the bureaucracy is somewhat autonomous from
political pressure
formal institutions index is the average value of Government Stability, Socio-economic Conditions, Investment
Profile,Law and order,DemocraticAccountabilityandBureaucracy Quality.
Log of the mortality rate faced by European settlers at the time of colonization.

Ethnic fractionalization: The variables reflect the probability that two randomly selected people from a given
country will not share a certain characteristic, the higher the number the less probability of the two sharing that
characteristic.
Linguistic fractionalization: Reflects probability that two randomly selected people from a given country will
not belong to the same linguistic group. The higher the number, the more fractionalized society.

Religious
Fractionalization

Religious fractionalization: Reflects probability that two randomly selected people from a given country will
not belong to the same religious group. The higher the number, the more fractionalized society.

Colonial

This is a tenfold classification of the former colonial ruler of the country. 0=never,1= Dutch,2= Spanish,(3)
Italian,(4) US,(5) British,(6) French, (7) Portuguese (8) Belgian (9) British-French (10) Australian

Catholics

Catholics as percentage of population in 1980

Muslims

Muslims as percentage of population in 1980.
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ICRG

ICRG

ICRG

ICRG

ICRG

Author own calculation
The
Quality
of
Government
Institute,
http://www.qog.pol.gu.se
The
Quality
of
Government
Institute,
http://www.qog.pol.gu.se
The
Quality
of
Government
Institute,
http://www.qog.pol.gu.se
The
Quality
of
Government
Institute,
http://www.qog.pol.gu.se
The
Quality
of
Government
Institute,
http://www.qog.pol.gu.se
The
Quality
of
Government
Institute,
http://www.qog.pol.gu.se
The
Quality
of

Other religion

Religion: Other Denomination

Population Density
Population Growth
Dthrate
Distncefr

Population density (people per sq. km of land area)
Population growth (annual %)
Death rate, crude (per 1,000 people)
Distance to frontier score (0=lowest performance to 100=frontier)
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Government
Institute,
http://www.qog.pol.gu.se
The
Quality
of
Government
Institute,
http://www.qog.pol.gu.se
WDI
WDI
World Bank
World Bank

APPENDIX2: NAMES OF COUNTRIES, REGIONS AND
GROUPS
Country No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34

Country Name
Algeria
Argentina
Armenia
Australia
Austria
Azerbaijan
Bangladesh
Belgium
Bolivia
Botswana
Brazil
Bulgaria
Canada
Chile
China
Colombia
Costa Rica
Croatia
Czech Republic
Denmark
Dominican
Republic
Ecuador
Egypt
El Salvador
Finland
France
Georgia
Germany
Greece
Honduras
Hungary
India
Indonesia
Iran

Regions
Middle East and North Africa
Latin America and Caribbean
Europe and Central Asia
East Asia and Pacific
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
South Asia
Europe and Central Asia
Latin America and Carribean
Sub-Saharan Africa
Latin America and Carribean
Europe and Central Asia
North America
Latin America and Carribean
East Asia and Pacific
Latin America and Carribean
Latin America and Carribean
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
Middle East and North Africa

Income Group
Upper Middle income
Upper Middle income
lower middle income
High-income OECD
High-income OECD
Upper Middle income
Low Income
High-income OECD
lower middle income
Upper Middle income
Upper Middle income
Upper Middle income
High-income OECD
High-income OECD
Upper Middle income
Upper Middle income
Upper Middle income
High Income non OECD
High-income OECD
High-income OECD
Upper Middle income

Latin America and Caribbean
Middle East and North Africa
Latin America and Caribbean
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
Latin America and Caribbean
Europe and Central Asia
South Asia
East Asia and Pacific
Middle East and North Africa

Upper Middle income
lower middle income
lower middle income
High-income OECD
High-income OECD
lower middle income
High-income OECD
High-income OECD
lower middle income
Upper Middle income
lower middle income
lower middle income
Upper Middle income
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35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72

Ireland
Israel
Italy
Jamaica
Japan
Malaysia
Mauritius
Mexico
Moldova
Netherlands
New Zealand
Nicaragua
Norway
Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
Poland
Portugal
Romania
Russia
Singapore
Slovakia
Slovenia
South Africa
Spain
Sri Lanka
Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand
Trinidad
and
Tobago
Tunisia
Turkey
Ukraine
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
Venezuela

Europe and Central Asia
Middle East and North Africa
Europe and Central Asia
Latin America and Caribbean
East Asia and Pacific
East Asia and Pacific
Sub-Saharan Africa
Latin America and Caribbean
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
East Asia and Pacific
Latin America and Caribbean
Europe and Central Asia
South Asia
Latin America and Caribbean
Latin America and Caribbean
Latin America and Caribbean
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
East Asia and Pacific
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
South Asia
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
East Asia and Pacific
Latin America and Caribbean

High-income OECD
High-income OECD
High-income OECD
Upper Middle income
High-income OECD
Upper Middle income
Upper Middle income
Upper Middle income
lower middle income
High-income OECD
High-income OECD
lower middle income
High-income OECD
lower middle income
Upper Middle income
lower middle income
Upper Middle income
High-income OECD
High-income OECD
Upper Middle income
High Income non OECD
High Income non OECD
High-income OECD
High-income OECD
Upper Middle income
High-income OECD
lower middle income
High-income OECD
High-income OECD
Upper Middle income
High Income non OECD

Middle East and North Africa
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
Europe and Central Asia
North America
Latin America and Caribbean
Latin America and Caribbean

Upper Middle income
Upper Middle income
lower middle income
High-income OECD
High-income OECD
High Income non OECD
Upper Middle income
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APPENDIX3:

DETAIL DERIVATIONS
TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE MODEL
A3.1

OF

EXTENDED

Introduction
This study intends to examine the effect of informal institutions on economic growth

through its effect on innovation generated at work place. For this purpose, the present
consider hypothetical economy where human capital, innovation and intermediate inputs are
causal factors of production. While both Formal and informal institutions are supposed to
effect economic growth through innovation.

To explain how institutions effect economic growth, the study assumes an economy
having three sectors parallel to technological change model (Romer, 1990). One sector
produce a final good using human capital and aggregate intermediate input. A second sector
produce intermediate inputs using forgone consumption and knowledge developed in
research and development sector. Third sector produce ideas and blue print for the second
sector using human capital, already existing stock of knowledge, formal and informal
institutions. The complete specification is presented below.

A3.2 Extended Technological Change Model10
A3.2.1 Final Good Production Sector
Consider a final good producing sector where a large numbers of firms are producing
a single homogenous good that would be sold in competitive market at given price to
consumers. The economy is postulated by set of households who live for infinite periods. The
number of households in each period is "N", growing at rate "n" . Each household has a unit
of time available. Each household devote a fraction of their time to final production (to be
able to consume), to R&D activities and to social activities such as the problem solving
10

The model is solved using Mathematica 9.
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activities at work place. The problem solving activities which we referred to informal
institutions may have positive impact on creation of new ideas but no direct effect on final
good production.
We denote by

u[t]y

the fraction of time allocated to the production of final

consumption good, u[t]s denotes the fraction of time devoted to social activities, and the
remaining fraction 1- u[t]y- u[t]s is allocated to research and development sector which
denoted by u[t]A. The production function faced by our representative firm in the final
output sector is

Y [t ] = (u[t ] y H [t ])



A[ t ]



xi α di..........................(A 3.1) where as0    1, 0    1and     1

0

Where H[t]is total number of available working hour of skilled worker and u[t]yH[t] denote
working hours used in final production, xidenote intermediate input used in the production
of final good, A denote number of ideas generated at period 't' at work place during
discussion related to solution of problems aroused during production processes.
Final good is either used for consumption or investment in physical capital. Equation
of motion of Physical capital is
•



K [t]= K [t](u[t ]y A[t ]H [t ])1 ............................................................(A3.2)

Final good producer maximize his profit by solving the following profit maximization
problem assuming price of the final good to be unity, we have
Max π = (u[t ] y H[t])
u[t ]y , xi

Where



A[ t ]



xi di  wy u[t ] y H[t] 
α

0

A[ t ]



p[ xi ]xi di..............(A3.3)

0

is the prevailing wage in the final good production and p(x) is the price of

intermediate good. Assuming that price of each intermediate good is same. So



(u y [t ]H [t ]) x



A[ t ]

A[ t ]

 di  w u [t ]H [t ]  x  pdi
y

0

y

0
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{{

}}

{{

}}

{{{

(

)
}}}

Comments: First derivative of profit function of final producer with respect to labor time is
Marginal product of labor. Since 0<<1 which means that increase in labor supply in final
good production have negative effect on wage. But the effect of ideas generated at work place
as results of exchange of experience and information have positive effect on Labor
productivity and earnings. This can be linked to institutions as institutions are expected to
have positive effect on A[t].

Now take derivative of profit function of final producer with respect to intermediate input

*

(

)

+
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{{

}}

{{

}}

{{

p

}}

 x 1 ( H [t ]u y [t ])

A3.2.2

Intermediate Goods Sector
The study assumes that there is large number of firms producing different varieties of

intermediate capital goods. Each firm, buy the patent (design) or blue print from an R&D
producer to produce the intermediate capital good and become the only producer of that
variety of good. Each firm rent capital at rate and using the idea developed in R&D sector
transform one unit of raw material into one unit of intermediate input. Therefore each firm
determines the optimal quantity of the intermediate capital good to sell to final good producer
to maximize his profit. The profit maximization problem for intermediate good firm is
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Substituting pi[xi]in above expression
{

}

{

}

{

}

,

(

)

(

)

-

Solving for intermediate good price rk

{,

(

) -}

Putting xi 1 ( H [t ]u y [t ])  pi [ xi ]in above expression and solve manually,

Putting eq(A3.10) in profit function of intermediate Good sector, we have

A3.2.3

Research and Development Sector:

New growth theory suggests that generation of new ideas depend on persons engaged
in research and development activities and the existence of stock of knowledge (Romer,
1990, Aghion and Howitt, 1992). The skilled or educated labor also spends a fraction of
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available time on exchanging ideas, solving production and market related problems, and thus
generating new ideas (Rupasinga et al, 2006; Lucas, 2011).
Growth Economists used formal institutions explicitly as determinant of innovation ignoring
informal institutions which is often considered more important than formal institutions.
According to Arrow (1962) formal institutions are not sufficient to eliminate risk and
uncertainty arising in business activities particularly invention, as the moral factor limit their
potential. Informal institutions equated with interaction of worker in search of information,
knowledge and ideas also facilitate the creation of new ideas. To incorporate informal
intuitions, we assume that individuals devote a fraction of their time to helping other coworker, and exchanging of ideas with other colleagues and workers. This non market activity
is describe by social capital production given below
•

S[t] = P(u[t ]s H [t ]) S[t ]φ .............................................(3.12 A)
Where "P" productivity parameter of social capital, u [t]sH[t] is the time spent in
discussing ,helping and jointly solving production related problems which is only possible
when the works have trust on each other. This increases worker productivity engaged in final
good production and R&D activities. This in turn increases the rate at which new
intermediate inputs are introduced and production frontier of an economy shift upward.
Eqution (3.12A) states that existing social capital may have positive effect on generation of
current social capital. In addition we assume that social capital has no direct effects on final
good production.
Knowledge is the accumulation of ideas and ideas are produced by people/workers
discussing production related problems while working with some machine or technology.
This idea is incorporated in knowledge production function by explicitly introducing the
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effect of social interaction and sharing of knowledge among worker on new idea generation.
The study incorporates formal institutions such as intellectual property rights which restrict
sharing of knowledge without subscription charges. The production function of new ideas is
•

A[t ] = δA[t ]ψ (u[t ]A H [t ])η S[t ]ξ T [t ]ς .................................(3.13 A)
Where  is spillover effect of existing stock of ideas,  indicate the effect of existing stock of
social capital in generation of new ideas,u [t]AH[t]=(1-u [t]y-u [t]s)H[t] time allocated to
development of new idea and  denote the effect of formal institutions .

Each R&D firm maximize his profit by selling ideas or design to intermediate capita good
producer at price PA ,getting revenue of PAA•[t] and paying wage bill of WAu [t]AH[t] to
workers engages in research and innovative activities. The profit maximization problem of R
&D firm is
Max π = pA A• [t ] w Au[t ]A H [t ]................................................(A3.14)
A[ t ]

π A =  PA ( A[t ]) (u A[t ]H [t ]) (S[t ]) (T [t ])  wAu A[t ]H [t ]

{{

}}

Comments:Eq(A3.15) shows Marginal productivity of time spent in R&D activities. Since
0<<1,The expression indicate that wA is negatively related with increase in time spent in
R&D activities and Positively existing stock Knowledge dependent the elasticity parameter
and with formal and informal institutions. The main idea behind the expression is that worker
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who have more of social value and norms will be rewarded more in innovative
activities.Eq(A3.15) also implies that countries where formal institutions are stronger, their
workers would be paid more than countries with weaker institutions.

A3.2.4 Household Sector
The dynamic problem of the representative agent may be expressed as follows
∫
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(
(
))

(

)

)

(

 PS[t ] (H [t ](1  u A[t ]  u y [t ])) 3[t ]

Taking First order conditions with respective uy[t],uA[t],uS[t], K,A,S,H, we have,

α
ψ
(1-α)A[t]1-α H[t]K[t](
H[t]uy[t])-α λ1[t]- BT ζηA[t]Ω H[t][
S t](H[t](-1+uS[t]+uy[t]))-1+η λ2[t]


-P H[t][
S t](H[t](-1+uA[t]+uy[t]))-1+ λ3[t] 0........(A3.17)

Now taking FOC w .r.t uS[t], rewriting the objective Function as
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[

]

α
-(1-α)A[t]1-α H[t]K[t](H[t](-1+uA[t]+uS[t]))-α λ1[t]ψ
BT ζηA[t]Ω H[t][
S t](H[t](-1+uS[t]+uy[t]))-1+η λ2[t]


+P H[t][
S t](
H[t]uS[t])-1+ λ3[t]

........................(A3.19)

Now taking FOC w .r.t uA[t], Rewriting the objective Function a
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(

)

(

)

Now taking FOC w.r.t to “C"state variables andrewriting objective function as

[

]

Taking derivative of eq(A3.21) w.r.t time

Putting 1[t]=-t C[t]- and solving Manually

et  C[t ]  et  C[t ]1 C  [t ]  1 [t ]

0
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Soving for

1 [t ]
1[t ]

1 [t ]
  A[t ]1 K [t ]1 ( H [t ]uY [t ])1 ........................................(3.23 A)
1[t ]
Comparing the last expression with eq(A3.22),
we have

(    A[t ]1 K [t ]1 ( H [t ]uY [t ])1 )



C  [t ]

C[t ]

In per -capita form, we have

2 [t ]
Soving for
2 [t ]

[

]

Soving for

3 [t ]
3[t ]
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Comparing (A3.17A) and(A3.19) and solving for 1[t]/2[t]

Putting in eq(A3.27) in eq(A3.25) and using knowledge production function ,we have

Comaparing (A3.17) and(A3.19) and solving for

1[t ]
,
3[t ]

Multiply Reciprocal of eq(A3.27) with eq(A3.29) and puttung the resultant

(

)

Summary Table of FOC along with transversely conditions
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2 [t ]
in eq(A3.26), we have
3[t ]

.

/

The Dynamic System in Stationary Variable
In order to derive a dynamic system in stationary variables consider the growth rate of K,A,S
as below
Growth rate of Physical capital:

Growth rate of informal institutions:

Taking time Derivative growth rate of social capital function,

SettinguS  [t ]=0, and soving for growth of social capital function,we have
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Comments: Eq(A3.32) state that if 1( i.e the effect of existing existing informal values
have significant effect on current informal institutions. Also the presence of growth rate
working hour indicates that more work involvement also has positive effect on social capital.
where"" indicate the effect of time used in social activities. if1 it means that time spent in
discussing and helping others have significant positive effect on social capital .
Growth of Innovation: From constraint

Solving forg A , settingu A [t ]=0, we have

Comments:Eq(3.33A) shows that growth in sharing of knowledge and ideas ,cooperation
between workers in solving work related problems and trusting environment created by
repeated interaction , values, norms and embodied religious belief would result in generation
of new ideas.Moreover, the equation shows that improvement in formal institutions also has
positive effect on development of new ideas. In addition, the increase in overall working
hours can also have positive effects on generation of new ideas. The last result is interesting.
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It means that if we are often busy in collective work which is mostly undertaken at work
place with other colleagues,it will lead to generation of new ideas.
The study can also generalize this result to education institutions both for teachers and
Students. I mean that if student do group study and help each other, it will lead increase in
their productivity and would be successful in competition of their research work and other
studies.

STEADY STATE SOLUTION:
At a steady state, variables grow at a constant rate and per capita variable grow at rate of
zero.

kˆ[t ] 

Expressing

variables

in

per

capita

form,

K [t ]
C[t ]
Y [t ]
, cˆ[t ] 
, yˆ[t ] 
. The steady state conditions are
A[t ]H [t ]
A[t ]H [t ]
A[t ]H [t ]

Growth of Per-Capital Physical capital:

Solving for growth of capital stock, we have
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we

have

Growth of Per-Captia Consumption:

Solving for growth rate of consumption,

Growth of Per-Capital Output:

Solve for growth rate of output

Comments: From (3.34) to (3.35) and (3.36), it is clear that growth rate of output,
consumption and capital stock growth at the same rate.

Comparing eq(A3.35) and (A3.23)
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Comparing eq(A3.34) with (A3.31)

Taking time derivative of 1[t]/3[t],setting time derivative of uS[t],uY[t] equal to
zero, we have the result

Taking time derivative of 1[t]/2[t] and1[t]/3[t] and subtracting first result
from last ,we have

Subtracting eq(A3.40) from eq(A3.39), we have

Putting eq(A3.23) and (A3.28) in (A3.41).After manipulation, and using eq(A3.37) ,we have

From eq(A3.39),and using eq(A3.30) and (A3.23), solving for uA[t],we have

Solving for uA[t],
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Using theidentity u A*  uS *  uY * =1 , we find the value of uS * as below
{

}

Using eq(A3.37), Solving for Steady State value of k*

Using eq(A3.42), we have
[
)

Using eq(A3.37) and

(

]

[(g A  g H )   ] ˆ  1
= k[t ] (uY [t ])1 , and solving for "c"
α

cˆ[t ]
( g A  g H )  kˆ[t ] 1 u A[t ]1 
kˆ[t ]

Production Function in per-capita (per hour) form is
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…………………………………………………………(A3.47)

Comments: sinceuy[t] is the fraction of total working time
H[t], therefore

uy[t]H[t] denote total time spent in final good producing sector.

As effective labor data is lacking, therefore we have expressed total per in terms of hour/per
capital.

We

express stock of knowledge as Ai  A0e git  Sit Tit following Mankiw et al (1992) and

Campos and Nugent (1998) and Islam (1995), we have steady state output is
y[t ]  ( A0e git  Sit Tit )1 k[t ] .........................................................................................(A3.48)

which state that final output depend on physical capital, formal institutions, informal
institutions and existing stock of knowledge. The study estimates the above production
function after making it linear through logarithmic transformation.
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APPENDIX4: DESCRIPTIVE STATISTICS
Variable

Obs

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

1808 .9753328

.9404039

-3.933496

3.497431

Full Sample
GDP per capita Growth
Formal Institutions Index

2045

5.080404

1.109276

1.731481

8.291667

Articles Published

2014

3.875074

2.162483

-1.742969

14.90789

Physical Capital

2121

3.107499

0.327287

-0.3710637

4.025352

Human Capital

2093

2.020385

0.3262572

0.6981347

2.566487

Population Growth

2444

1.063584

0.9974153

-5.81

6.02

Corruption Index

2093

4.999846

2.387096

0.4

10

Gini Index

1658

36.89364

10.30763

12.1

64

GDP per capita Growth

1419

.9454189

.9524112

-3.933496

3.497431

Formal Institutions Index

1655

5.334734

1.023705

2.296296

8.291667

Articles Published

1608

4.401474

1.994528

-1.075873

14.90789

Physical Capital

1707

3.154268

0.2986224

1.467874

4.025352

Human Capital

1658

2.087424

0.2676856

1.015231

2.566487

Population Growth

1935

0.9839483

0.9484183

-5.81

6.02

Corruption Index

1658

5.578997

2.322697

1.41

10

Gini Index

1397

36.87646

10.72488

12.1

64

GDP per capita Growth

389

1.084453

.8879001

-3.865632

2.670892

Formal Institutions Index

390

4.001128

0.7527947

1.731481

5.796296

Articles Published

406

1.79022

1.414462

-1.742969

4.457829

Developing Countries

Developed Countries

127

Physical Capital

414

2.914662

0.3676563

-0.3710637

3.699572

Human Capital

435

1.764865

0.3961051

0.6981347

2.463002

1.366326

1.115246

-2.66

3.42

2.792414

0.8390501

0.4

5.69

36.98559

7.715289

21.9

62.5

Population Growth
Corruption Index
Gini Index

509
435

261

East Asia and Pacific Region=1
GDP per capita Growth

238

1.270318

.9111426

-3.933496

2.615548

Formal Institutions Index

248

5.534819

1.183541

2.62963

7.75463

Articles Published

231

3.95945

2.347689

-1.067114

6.74052

Physical Capital

248

3.374931

0.2796194

2.644045

3.955082

Human Capital

232

2.042023

0.3573381

1.353255

2.521721

Population Growth

271

1.381402

0.9269781

-1.48

5.32

Corruption Index

232

5.924957

2.831076

1.7

9.6

Gini Index

232

38.21082

9.989869

12.1

58.7

Europe and Central Asia Region=2
GDP per capita Growth

719

5.534819

.9174277

-3.349464

3.497431

Formal Institutions Index

806

5.6614

0.9614489

2.462963

8.291667

Articles Published

823

5.138678

1.559621

-1.609438

7.154615

Physical Capital

850

3.062674

0.2996205

-0.3710637

3.836868

Human Capital

899

2.183811

0.1826034

1.266948

2.554899

Population Growth

1052

0.3162452

0.6986333

-5.81

3.73

Corruption Index

899

5.635962

2.478823

1.41

10

Gini Index

870

31.28447

7.099475

18.1

62.5

.9983819

-3.832448

2.784775

Latin America and Caribbean Region=3
GDP per capita Growth

449

.8985856
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Formal Institutions Index

589

4.50899

0.7296682

1.972222

6.25

Articles Published

554

2.44627

1.797472

-1.742969

14.90789

Physical Capital

589

3.003669

0.3006037

1.467874

3.817932

Human Capital

556

1.903827

0.2331713

1.015231

2.310553

Population Growth

646

1.641765

0.6977185

-0.06

3.15

Corruption Index

556

3.750264

1.468149

1.06

7.94

Gini Index

324

50.05617

5.520426

31

64

Variable

Obs

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

Middle East and North Africa Region=4
GDP per capita Growth

135

.8428103

.936854

-2.567082

2.924297

Formal Institutions Index

155

4.274666

0.7174977

2.296296

5.5

Articles Published

145

3.300625

1.983167

0.5068176

7.056175

Physical Capital

155

3.276039

0.3652943

2.444085

4.025352

Human Capital

145

1.768366

0.380864

0.9707789

2.428336

Population Growth

170

1.998706

0.8062585

0.93

6.02

Corruption Index

145

4.572552

1.921905

1.86

9.45

Gini Index

58

39.56276

2.872492

34.07

47.31

GDP per capita Growth

57

.5891483

.721384

-2.448628

1.845569

Formal Institutions Index

62

6.179445

0.3387837

5.490741

6.902778

Articles Published

58

6.598285

0.0852648

6.356108

6.742881

Physical Capital

62

3.041704

0.1176711

2.805177

3.280159

Human Capital

58

2.430296

0.0860451

2.270062

2.566487

Population Growth

68

1.044118

0.1935932

0.72

1.78

Corruption Index

58

8.372586

0.751045

7.2

9.51

North America Region=5

129

Gini Index

58

35.15948

5.90542

27.83

46.41

GDP per capita Growth

126

1.082158

.8522788

-3.865632

2.216099

Formal Institutions Index

124

3.632039

0.7165855

1.731481

4.898148

Articals Published

116

1.585102

0.9355663

-0.1519863

3.068053

Physical Capital

124

2.995973

0.2414434

2.444952

3.537184

Human Capital

116

1.453566

0.4083718

0.6981347

2.164472

Population Growth

135

1.855333

0.7481358

-1.61

3.42

Corruption Index

116

2.78819

0.7522275

0.4

4.8

Gini Index

87

33.63241

3.269326

25.1

42.7

South Asia Region=6

Sub Saharan Africa Region=7
GDP per capita Growth

84

1.085402

.9550162

-2.689456

2.759418

Formal Institutions Index

61

4.94812

0.412408

3.685185

5.666667

Articals Published

87

2.991231

1.030281

-0.0325232

4.41401

Physical Capital

93

3.373289

0.3501967

2.689207

3.993787

Human Capital

87

1.921368

0.2109801

1.137833

2.318459

Population Growth

102

1.671765

0.9016601

0.16

3.75

Corruption Index

87

5.358046

0.5974789

4.1

6.53

Gini Index

29

55.48793

4.347897

45

63
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Spearman Correlation Matrix: Innovation, Institutions and Economic Growth Individual Variable: Overall Sample
Article
published

License
fee

School
friend

Gini
index

Trust

Happiness
index

Government
stability

Socioeconomic
conditions

Investment
freedom

Corruption
index

Religion
in
Politics

Law and
order

Ethnic
tension

Democracy

Article published

1

License fee
School friend

0.0937
0.6345

1
0.1516

1

Gini index

-0.549

0.0007

-0.2801

1

Trust

0.5831

0.2722

0.5287

-0.5754

1

Happiness index

0.4296

0.2036

0.6414

0.0298

0.3261

1

Government
stability
Socio- economic
conditions
Investment
freedom
Corruption index

0.1202

0.0989

0.1043

0.0412

0.0199

0.0946

1

0.6227

0.2134

0.496

-0.2771

0.4785

0.4887

0.1901

1

0.3998

0.0518

0.1484

-0.2289

0.1524

0.1286

0.3104

0.4414

1

0.6291

0.0155

0.4853

-0.3666

0.4425

0.4496

-0.0505

0.4373

-0.0694

1

Religion in
Politics
Law and order

0.5189

-0.0444

0.2231

-0.2009

0.2434

0.1713

0.0374

0.2594

0.2452

0.3461

1

0.7335

-0.021

0.5091

-0.5172

0.544

0.3432

0.0739

0.529

0.1703

0.6226

0.4179

1

Ethnic tension

0.4313

-0.0869

0.3127

-0.156

0.284

0.2419

0.055

0.2893

0.0284

0.43

0.3809

0.4405

1

Democracy

0.6751

0.1119

0.4647

-0.4019

0.3843

0.3866

0.0451

0.4444

0.3304

0.4474

0.3951

0.5553

0.352

1

Bureaucracy
GDPPC

0.8034
0.8867

0.2416
0.1091

0.5297
0.6305

-0.4261
-0.4433

0.5207
0.4686

0.5243
0.5365

0.0807
0.1387

0.5783
0.7158

0.3984
0.4859

0.587
0.5291

0.4346
0.4083

0.5982
0.6698

0.3846
0.3866

0.5617
0.6638
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Bureaucracy

GDPPC

1
0.7711

1
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